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'edger at Times
MURRAY KY 42071

Nc) I ICE
• The Murray Police Department plans to install a new
generator Tuesday. Chief Larry Elkins said electricity to the
station will be Cu' off briefly
two separate times. The
department expects no interruption of services. Hoy:ever,
in the event a person is unable
to call -and cannot reach
police, emergency calls will be
-•answered at '762-0352.

MEETINGS
Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
include:
FIRE DISTRICT -4Thc I-laze-I/Harris Grove—File
District Board 6 will meet
tonight at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Station 1, located on Sycamore
Street Extended:
PARK -BOARD -*The Murray-Calloway County Park Board has cancelled its
regular session tonight that
was scheduled for 5:30 p.m. in
the council chambers of City
Hall because a -quorum Would
not be present.
PLANNING COMMISSION
*The Murray Planning C-ommission will meet in regular
session Tuesday. July 20, at 7
p.m. in the council chambers
of City Hall.
BOARD OF ZONING
'The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will Meet in regular session Wednesday. July
21, at 5:15 p.m. in the council
chambers of City Hall.
CITY COUNCIL
•The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session Thursday. July 22, at 7:30 p.m. in
the council chambers of City
Hall.

FORECAST
Tonight, scattered evening thunderstorms giving way to clear
skies. Low near 70. Chance of
rain 40 perceni Tuesday, sunny
and less humid. High near 90.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY — 87'
358.1, +0.2; below 313.1, 0.0
BARKLEY — 87'
358.1, +0.2; below 313.6, +0.2
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
TO reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our- regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.
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Discussion sets tone for retreat
primary areas of discussion.
Don Kassins. vice president
for university relations and administrauve services, said Murray
State starts consuming resources
when it opens every morning.- "I think we need $2 million a
year to keep . everything
By AMY WILSON
Murray Ledger II Those Staff Writer
together," he, said. "My feeling
would ,bc. thit :we havc. L0,,to
A congenial discussion Matted grow. I think we have to look .at
the second day of the Murray auxiliary operations, which is
State University board of regents painful. You can't destroy it, but
retreat in Owensboro, making it you can pick a piece off."
much less tense than the previous
Provost Jim Booth told the
day. ,
board he has had to cap several
"Let's sort of re-visit what we programs such as occupational
discussed yesterday in a conver- safety and health and organiza_satipoal fashion," suggested vice _ ,Oonal..commu_filcation.boonsC of _
chairman Sid Easley.
overcrowding.
Murray State President Ronald
"We are seriously understaffed
J. Kurth was in Cincinnati in some areas," Booth said.
accepting an endowment and was
The possibility of increasing
not present for the second day of class sues met with disfavor
the retreat.
from Booth because he said there
Methods of reducing expendi- are only a few large lecture
tures and increasing revenue were rooms available.

Congenial mood
prevails Saturday

Regent Beverly Ford also disagreed with boosting the class
size
"If we increase the class size, I
think we'd lose our uniqueness,"
she said. "I'd, vote for more
faculty before increasing class
size."
Easley said he has heard that
th; attiveWlY_ C.ouid _handle_
10,000 students. Current preregistration figures for fall 1993
indicate a total headcount of
6,709 students, down 2 percent
from fall of 1992.
If more students enroll at
MSU, Booth said he would have
to go to more part-time faculty
__and_ adjuncas±n,o_rderAo...haVe_ se,c
tions in English, humanities and
I DC.
"There has to be reality here,"
Easley said. "We have to have
more students in order to give
raises."
Regent Welk Lovett pointed
out that he is tired of hearing

Mississippi
is cresting

_
AM

W

New Murray State University student regent Brian anliorn, left.
and regent Philip Lanier, center, wen• offii iallv svst,rn in by Dal iess County Judge/Executive Bob t Oiebil at Olt 4Y. ellshori,
retreat.
1,, e ,
about how had things are and that ,c,.;
.11,1
he lound enthusiasm lacking in
the administration.
"We need a lot more plusses
IN TURN TO PAGE 2

FOAM A-ND FIRE

Thunderstorms knocked out
power Sunday for thousands in
suburban Chicago. Some 500
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
people in Lake of the Hills. Ill.,
Water flowed back into the city's left their homes as a precaution
pipes today, nine days after when water spilled over an earthflooding caused the taps to go dry en dam on a tributary of the Fox
for 250,0(X) people. Commuters River.
elsewhere in the waterlogged
in Des Moines, a pump failure
Midwest took planes and helicop- Sunday afternoon set back efforts
-to restore running water, but
ters to work.
Running water will not be
another pump was turned on duravailable in Des Moines before ing the evening.
Tuesday, but downtown was
"About a third of our system
showing signs of increased activi- ,is filled with water. Nothing has
ty this morning.
failed so far. We're taking it slow
Heavy rain soaked parts of all
and easy," L.D. McMullen, man12 Midwestern states Sunday. ager of the water plant, said on
This morning much of the region
NBC's "Today" show.
was clear but humid, though a
succession of severe thunderService was knocked out to
storms passed through Kansas 250,000 when the waterworks
and Minnesota overnight. Flash- were flooded July 11.
flood warnings also were in
The Mississippi apparently
effect in parts of Ohio and crested in St. Louis at 46.9 feet,
Illinois.
and was down to 46.8 feet this
Meanwhile, the cresting Mis- morning. The previous record
sissippi River washed through a was 43.23 feet, reached in 1973.
sandbagged St. Louis neighborWith little rain in the forecast,
hood while downtown stayed meteorologist Bill Work of the
high and dry. Miles upstream, the National Weather Service, said:
race was on to get a bridge open "Things are looking brighter ...
today and ease the commute definitely." .
across the river. Some people
relied on aircraft to get to work. • TURN TO PAGE 2
By STEPHANIE NANO
Associated Press Writer

Flood Wall:
If they build
it,will it work?
By ROBERT DVORCHAK
AP National Writer

DAVENPORT, Iowa (AP) —
Call this the tale of four cities
and the wettest of times.
Since 1965, Davenport, the
largest city on the Mississippi
River without a levee or flood
protection, has repeatedly
rejected a flood wall that would
have ruined the view of its riverfront — parts of which are now
inundated.

But neighbors in the Quad
Cities, which occupy opposite
Iowa and Illinois banks of the
river, opted for flood control and
have stayed drier in the record
flood of 1993.
And the debate over flood protection is rising anew, even as the
waters slowly retreat after reaching a record crest here July 9 of
25.5 feet. River Drive is still several feet under water, accessible
only by boat, and water reaches
II TURN TO PAGE 2

STACEY CP000(1.Pilgt-,- S T
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Members of the Murray Fire Department and the Calloway county Fire-Rescue trained with a
foam/water mixture to fight structure fires. Tim Vradshuw, MED.(on ladder) and 'terry Elkins,
CCFR, work together to extinguish this training f cility with the foam. The two-day training seminar was conducted by Steve Diluigi and Bill V els of National Foam, Inc. in Exton, Pa. Firefighting units from Marshall County and sever
ea plants also attended the sessions.
6

Clinton prepares to fire Sessions after meeting with Reno
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton is prepared to fire
FBI Director William Sessions
today if Sessions does not resign,
administration officials said.
Clinton summoned Attorney
General Janet Reno for an afternoon session, said the officials,
who spoke on the condition of
anonymity.
If Sessions has not resigned by
then, then Clinton will announce

the firing in a joint appearance
with Reno, the officials said.
The president is expected to
name U.S. District Judge Louis
Frceh of Manhattan as Session's
successor on Tuesday, the officials said.
Clinton interviewed Freeh on
Friday at the White House and
there really is no other candidate
on the president's short list, the
sources said.
Freeh is a 43-year-old former
FBI agent and Federal prosecutor.
Session's defiance over the

weekend left Clinton with no Department report accused him
alternative but to fire him, said of ethical lapses, said over the
weekend that he would not resign
the officials.
Although midway through his the post, in effect challenging
term, Sessions serves at the plea- Clinton to fire him.
sure of the president.
Clinton has not- spoken with
Allegations of ethical abuses Sessions and did not plan to call
had clouded his ability to lead the him today, said the administrabureau and transformed the tion officials.
However, Sessions was made
respected former federal judge to
a figure of controversy. He had aware of Clinton's planned 3
4% years left of his 10-year p.m. EDT meeting with Reno and
clearly understood that he would
term.
Sessions, whose tenure became be fired by then if he does not
tenuous in January when a Justice resign first, the officials said.
•
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Up to the end. Sessioris as
determined to battle the Jan. 19
report - issued at the close of
the Bush administration ---- that
accused him of abusing privileges
of.9tfice. He also was adamant
about fighting what he considered
the efforts Of a cabal of longtime
agents to oust an outsider
Sessias commented as he lett
Sibley Hospital. where he had
spent the night after breaking his
arm when he tripped over a curb
as he was leaving a meeting
Saturday with top Justice and
White House officials.
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Clinton ready to issue •Flood Wall...
policy on military gays
WASHINGTON (AP) President Clinton is ready to issue his
executive order partially lifting
the ban on homosexuals in the
military. the White House said
today.
"Obviously this is not everything the president had hoped for
but that is not possible. ... This is
a very difficult issue and this is a
step forward," said White House
Press Secretary Dec Dee Myers.
Clinton was to announce the
policy at 2 p.m. EDT in a speech
at the National Defense University at Fort McNair in Washington.
•'There won't he any' surprises," Myers said.

FROM PAGE 1
MSU service region should be a
primary goal of the university,
Easley said.
"This is where we live and
die," he said. "1 want diversity,
but our. living and dying has to be

•
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is losses pale to what it would
cost to construct and maintain a
flood cosiirol proie.t
The debate has opened ques
lions lint raised in 196s. the year
of the previous high water mart
Davenport
in the Quad Cities
and Bettendorf in lova and Itoi.k
Island and Moline in Illinois
The front page of Sunday's
Quad-City Times showed a picture of the city's stadium under
several feet of water and one of
an unaffected nserfront in Rock
Island, which built a flood wall.
Rock Island remained dry
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here. 1 think we have a duty to
offer the students an education.
This is our challenge, it seems to
me."
Regent Arlivia Gamble emphasized that it is important to make
Murray State visible to the
--communiLy_'_, "We've lost touch with the
reA,"- she said."We
people in thep 0
e to know how
just expect
great we are. The other colleges
are attacking those first time
freshmen and taking them."
Student regent Brian Vanliorn
mentioned that retention is also

rCs14

"I guess you just can't mess
with the big boy up above," he
said.
The Gateway Arch along the
Mississjppi afforded residents
and toinists a sale and dry place

FROM PAGE 1
In a south St. Louis neighborhood, hundreds cleared out when
the sandbags couldn't hold back
water from a concrete-lined storm
channel named River Des Peres.

City spokesman Pete Prives said
as much as 10 feet of, water filled
some areas by Sunday night.
Charles White heeded the
warning and left his sandbagringed house.

an 'important factor in keeping
enrollment high.
"Once we get the students,
sometimes the retention is low,"
he said. "Right now, there is a
really low outlook with campus'

University.
draising. I don't feel we are
Booth said the cuts have gone
committed."
2, 4 and 6 across the board.
Regent Bob Matthew.s
"That gives us a pool for cuts,"
reminded Lovett that he had been
he said. "One group may be getvery complimentary of Chuck
Ward, executive director ,of the ting a 6 percent cut while another
gets a 2 percent cut."
Office of Development and
Easley Said the current finanAlumni Affairs, at an earlier
cial situation priWrdes an oppormeeting.
tunity for changes to be made and
"Has something happened
"to be born again."
since then?" Matthews • asked.
"Just go ahead and be prepared
Lovett replied that hrcomplifor
a 6 percent cut, Lovett said.
ments Ward as a person, but that
like to see us do this. See if
he Panks "the president of the there are some upper level admiinstitution should make these
nistrators in high income levels
cr ntacts."
that MSU doesn't need. That's
Lovett also referred to an inciwhat businesses do and we need
dent where the University would
to
run MSU as a business."
have been given a grant had
Matthews said he is opposed to
enough matching funds been
going into somebody's budget
raised.
and saying this person and that
"Gary Boggess made a proposperson will be fired.
al to the Nab-Mal-Science Found-dvill never do that,
"The War
ation that had a match requirehe said.
ment of $1.2 million," Kassing
Lovett replied that "we as a
said. "We have asked for an
board have. never suggested any
extension, but it put us in an
specific names."
embarrassing situation."
Juliao, said he also considers
Although Kassing said the posthis a time for reshaping.
sibility of receiving an extension
"Have we not finally reached
is unusual, Boggess had been told
we whialvie to dO
where We
the
by theNational Science FoundaWhy cull we
reshaping?'
hap
t
tern
oraienisagents?om
tion that it had run into this probthey are all
so
people
our
train
lem throughout the nation.
A letter sent by Gov. Brereton
he much
Jones asking all university presistronger if we just get creative,"
dents to submit contingency plans
Julian said. "This is an opportunito prepare for 2, 4 and 6 percent
ty and let's do it right this time.
cuts prompted Booth and Kassing
An increase in operating dollars
to examine each part of the
just doesn't seem likely."

organi7at1ons J ihink_we_netaLto

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

DAVID .STOM

There is no other location
Out has such spectacalar views of
the riser I naat the river so coatimsc to be a sourse of aspiration
and besets." said George Platt.
'el. a former city councilman and
a opponent of flood snails
We love our waterfront I
don't want to climb a 15-foot
high lesec to see the river It
would destroy the relationship
between the city and the river,"
he said
Platt said only I percent of the
city was flooded, and the proper-

•Mississippi...

get our students involved and I
think the administration, the
faculty and the students should
push other students to get
involved."
Easley mentioned that it might
be a good idea to re-tool faculty
to work with recruiting since
there are not enough resources to
knock on every door.'
"You have to get excited at the
-KW," Gamble said. "Once the
head cheerleader gets excited, the
others will be too."
Faculty regen_tFrank Julian
said enthusiasm is an important
0194101A 2L H01.16 A DO,SAT l&k4ifT part of recruiting: "
WY Sr SOO. GILICOCE
"All 1,200 employees have to
be energized," Julian said. "If
they reached out, can you imagine what they can do? I can only
Pick 3
hug so many necks, but I am only
6-5-1
one person. I think a lot of it is
The Pick
the environment."
4-6-9-11-17-18-34-40
Another element in increasing
Lotto
revenue is fundraising. At a press
12-15-27-38-44-46
conference July 14, Kurth told
the media that he would claim to
have set new records at the University through fundraising.
However, Lovett has a differing opinion: "I think we are
Shell
doing a very poor job with fun.

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher

4

She said that. at sonic point

during the day. he would sign an
esei.uti•c order c an Ink out the
plan.
Even as Clinton was poised to
fori,lly announce the administraliOn's"don't ask, don't tell.
don't pursue" policy. Senate
Armed Services Committee
Chairman Sam Nunn prepared to
write into law the. current ban on
service by homosexuals.
Myers said Nunn "will have to
take a look at it and then move
forward" and decide what to do.
"The president said he would
seek a policy that would not disqualify gays on their status
alone," said Myers.

think it •
Hagic said
shortsighted It's nuts This is
1993. not 1791"
No damage esumates for the
city are available yet Hagge esti
mates his losses at S200.(U) in
damage and lost saks. and eight
employees will he out of work
until he can siphon out the water
and scrub and disinfect a basement where fish now swim.
But others say the city has
something money can't bus an
unrestricted, scenic look at thc
Mississippi.

FROM PAGE 1
three Iskick% into downtonn in
soak places
'•It s an absolute disgrace that
Dasenport does not Rase a flood
wall.'' said Steve lilac who
spent the weekend in wading
hoot, pumping water from his
soggy furniture store a block and
a half from the over.
Some purists don't want to
ruin their sicw of the river by
building a flood wall. Well, my
place looks like a swimming

nott
brin
moi
fore

to gaze at the rapid river. The
city's flood wall is 52-feet high,
5 feet above the expected crest.
In Hamilton, Ill., crews worked
late into the night piling gravel
and rock on a flooded access road.
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Kassing said he is pleased with
the board's position on long-term
planning.
"This is what we wanted the
board to do: tell us to reshape,"
he said.
The board also discussed fiberoptic
--technology at the
university.
"Fiber-optic. cable provides
better capabilities with voice,
video and data," Kassing said.
"That's where we are going in
the future."
Julian agreed that the service is
wonderful for students at remote
sites because they arc able to take
the class in their area through
interactive television.
"It's the local students who rip....
you because I can tell you they
don't like sitting in a classroom
with te1evisi2u cameras," he said.
"!Every motion you make is
delayed because it is on compressed video."
Regent Philip Lanier remarked
that "it seems as if Murray is
ready to do' some big things.
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"I think the President should
call a press conference and
demonstrate what Murray has
done with interactive television,"
Lanier said. "1 think Murray
would get some attention for
being on the frontline."
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Midwest Flooding

No Man is an island?
Meet Shorty Huston
_
.,
`..•••

lawn, topped hy about a foot and
John Donne %rot,. that no man
a half of saridbags.
is an island' hut. instead. "a
Inside the rectangle stand a
piece ()I the ,,,iiiinera r pan of
barn, a woehahnee a Vain bin- a
•NIOTA, Ill. (AP) - The
the main - At the worst 01 the
storage shed, two prises and
opaque, warier had gone down
flood. Hutson's island swarmed
Hutson's plain, sturdy white
some. A cat that had been just a
with perhaps 25 pelipk.
..
house. all orr land his grandfattkr
'
roof was windows now, too. The
They checked pumps, laid
came to a eentury or so ago.
streak left by leaking oil stood
plastic sheeting and femed sand"This is the old homeltead. hags by johnNiat,and then Honda
higher on houses all around town,
You carry on where your father .
Four men, still dog-tired from
four-wheeler, sucking them just
left off," he said. stepping along
the lost battle to save the levee.
They made sandwiches. They
so.
.
rested against a truck, saying
Floyd "Shorty" Hutson wasn't the levee in tall rubber boots.
prayers.
said
"Everybody made fan 'cause
nothing. Then one tipped the
bragging - far from it, given the
Hutson and his wife. Kay. live
we
wish
;
made it so big. Now 1
brim of his cowboy hat and
thousands of dollars in lost soyale,
their five children long
im
we'd made it 3 feet higher." Hutmopped his brow with his
beans and wheat the Mississippi
grown.
son said.
forearm,
has claimed from him.
Two sons, Bill and Sun, who
• Compact, ruddy-faced and red' "Shorty still dry?" he asked.
But he had a twinkle in his
the crop work but live "up the
do
. suspendered, with white hair
"Oh, yeah. He's got something
eye.
hill,"
pitched in day after day as
sticking out from under a cornlike 18 pumps running," a man
He stood on his sandbag parathe
crest
approached. They stayed
in camouflage answered. He
pet. New white bags, made of a fortable old cap, Hutson
in
contact
by phone until the scrpe,ered across the lake of flood
biodegradable man-made fabric. . chiselled.
_our—
_
...--Itiet-ueasbcd
Bnt dm Smile -ttisst/tvrtt-as-txs
civer, or& re&ThiliTip
,113filwetirkrwiturds7 siglIT"Wasn't
so
'bad
bet)
.
re
the
Pointed
to
places
where the
Two miles out in the middle of
bags he'd saved in the barn from
water, whipped by storm winds, phones went," their father said.
that water was Shorty Hutson. the 1973 flood. That flood also
Did he ever think of giving up?
lapped over the hags after the
Still dry. stopped here.
"Yes,"
Shorty Hutson said,
Niota
levee failed, leaving eddies
He actually had 21 pumps spit"Yup,"- he said, "only levee
"but
you
didn't
dare mention it.
ting seepage back into the river, around here that's held so far."
of dirt and leaves.
Got
to
keep
your
morale_ up."
His homestead, including the
"That's when you wouldn't
When he -built the levee, a
.
house he was born in 73 years
grass-covered hill running in a . give muche for us out here," HutIn normal times, Hutson's
ago, was a green island. Dikes
son said. "We had a lot .of good
rectangle around two acres._ he
homestead is an island in 225
he'd
...
built
_up,.
over
decades,
and
never
thquiht_he'd
have
to
top it. friends and a lot of good help, or acres- of--crops:
. .
Di trol, - Over- the-toP-'44we'd have never saved it.
sweated to shore up as the flood
with sandbags. The dike rises
-the levee now, one corner of a
licked their top, had held,
Almost 400 years ago. the poet
four to six feet above his sloping
drowned wheat field is visible

CRIORTOOMIR SULLIVAN

lased
selet Poen wow

One of the men at the truck.
Loren Smelt, was glad for his old
friend. He liked what Shorty's
success represented. a win even
for the losers.
"He's a die-hard." Sincle said.
"Kind of like a lot of us out here
on the prairie. The good Lord put
you there, there's where you're
going to be."

.
,

lite soybeans are submerged. was' clink- tilt In recall
erased by the water
Mrs Hutson is no. troth the
"They were WC but the %tem buttomland like her husband
a Iwamoto' tield ot teems." Rill
'.'I seas , horn on top tie_ the
Hutson said.
hill," she said. no•kling toward a
. Pointing tar to the v•est. past lush green Nutt to the east.
in expanse of water perhaps
"We've been married 59,years
three-quarters of a mile wide, he in MAs," she said
said. "Nornialls. the river is way
"Forty -nine," Hutson .c or beyond those trees - He shook reeled. "It might seem that king
his head.
after this flood" His wife just
Why was his lather so deter- smiled.
mined to stay:
.
'Tvery time WrrigTtirre river . Shorty Hutson hoped the worst
like this I ask that question," the of the flood was past. though a
19-year-old son said. "But it's big rain up the Skunk River.
home. It was home for me, so I feeding in just upstream, would
bring new trouble.
WI the same way."
He paused. "But I'm glad I
hl_eanwhile._he's got plenty. to
live upon
the, hill."
Z
ie
maintaining the pumps and
uP
-.
litankilIg_ all-the. people _who—, _
.......-• "We figured if we letI it:
. we'd
.
.. helped save his island. "A-Ve're
.
lose it," Kay Hutson said. trying to make a list" he said.
.
Thoughts of that worst night "Someday we'll help them
made her blink back tears.
somehow.
The first thing she did as the
"We'll keep a vigil on it. then
Maid bore down was box up the start cleaning up the mess," he
photos, the letters, "the things said, and get ready for the next
that can't be replaced. -They went flood. -- - • - -- — - —
.
upstairs first."
He couldn't resist a joke:
- :The -last thing to go up to the "We'll have to see what the
second story, if need be, would smart guys predict - and then do be themselves. That thought, too, the opposite."

Clinton stands behind nominee Elders
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HOT SPRINGS,.Ark. (AP)President Clinton reasserted his
-- support for his embattled surgeon
gene-rat --n-Oininee, taking her back
to Washington in his private
plane Sunday after she resigned
as „director of ._the Arkansas_
Health Department.
•
Clinton gave Dr. Joycelyn
Elders a sturdy hug as the two
boarded the small presidential jet
he used for the trip back to
Washington. He ignored a
shouted question on whether he
thought- Elders could be confirmed, although the day before
had told reporters in Arkansas he
Aid nrst
hay. nrsprtinoriem
sm...me.
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in trouble.
Elders submitted her rcsignaLion Sunday as director of the
Arkaricac
flpnartmont
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She had been under fire for checks, as well her family taxes
receiving a federal consulting fee and her position on an Arkansas
while drawing her state salary. bank board. Conservatives have
The resignation was effective voiced opposition to Elders
immediately,
because of frank • statements she "As work towards my confir- has made in support of abortion
matron procep. intensifies, 1 must - rights-..aneL--sex --education --for now devote all my efforts and children.
,
energy to my new federal role.'
Clinton's embracing of Elders
she said in her resignation_ letter. and giving her a ride to WashingElders' resignation was not ton appeared designed to teeexpected until her confirmation graph support for his nominee.
process was complete.
While Clinton traveled from
Max Parker, a spokeswoman Little Rock by motorcade, Elders
for Arkansas Gov, Jim Guy flew the 50 miles aboard the
Tucker, said Elders contacted the presidential aircraft with Chief of
governor Saturday, and met with Staff Mack McLarty. Elders then
1..•...... C.....1..... Ca.. aal......• An
• ..•,...
__ .
.
_
aintuay WI avow. -Kr .
1 lllll MKS.
got ott the plane only to board it
A Senate panel postponed
again with Clinton before televi- •
hearings on Elders' nomination sion cameras,
last week after opponents raised'
On Wednesday, Tucker said he
.•••••mes:e....... ...0.........
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was not pleased when
he learned
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Stop Smoking.
American Heartfop
Association

that Elders was receiving federal
pay while drawing her salary
from the state health department.
"1 didn't know about this,
didn't approve of this and
wouldn't have approved of this,"
the --governor-catd. --Elders did nothing illegal by
accepting the fee while retaining
her job. according to a letter from
Jack Kress, special counsel for.
ethics at the Department of
Health and Human Services.
• In the letter, to Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., Kress said
•presidential nominees may work
m "an intermittent consultant
" uE•Lin-y
II
,- 41 . InC IVUL-14
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"
to which they are nominated for
up to 13(1 days without quitting
their jobs. Kennedy's Labor
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confirmation hearing Friday.

News of the World
Mexico returns
Chinese boat PAKISTAN POLITICS CHANGES
people to China-

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)- The resignation of Pakistan's two most powerfut men paves the way for fresh polls - and revives Benazir Bhutto's
President
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BEIJING (AP)- A group of
145 Chinese boat people who
spent months stranded in the seas
just short of their goal - the
United States - returned to
southern China by plane today, a
Chinese official said.
A second plane carrying
a...1

"uAliv
"
c41
Puvinv W
' to arrive later
today, Wei Kunsheng, an official with' theForeign Affairs Office in southeast
China's Fujian province, said in a
telephone interview,
The Chinese were among more
than 550 aboard three smugglers'
ships bound for the United States,
Thcy were intercepted by the
U.S. Coast Guard, and the United
States persuaded Mexico to send
the Chinese home.
'
The last ship, the Sing Li 6
with 235 people aboard, was
escorted into Mexico's Ensenada
Harbor, south of San Diego, early
Sunday. The three ships had been
• off Baja California since July 6.
The Chinese Foreign Ministry
said today the government "will
handle these illegal emigrants
upon their repatriation according
. to law, and if they are really
being deceived by smugglers then
they will not be put into prison."
A China-run newspaper in
. Hong Kong, the Wen Wei Po,
quoted a local officiaLas saying
the would-be emigres -would not
receivc any sort of punishment."
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tons, and raise provocative questions about civil rights, privacy. tolerance
for homosexuals and - some say - the potential uses of abortion. "Is this
going to lead people to look for a cure for homosexuality or lead people to
manipulate the gene so that it (homosexuality) doesn't exist any more?"
asked George Neighbors of the Federation of Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays.
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WASHINGTON (AP)- For•
.
mer House Postmaster Robert
Rota pleaded guilty in federal
, •
•
court today to conspiracy and
\
s N.
embezzlement charges in a
. ..,.. Glendalp at WhItneil
scheme to provide lawmakers , .---• . ii• 11.1 1 I e• "• •0. as
FIGHTING CONTINUES IN SARAJEVO
4•
with illegal cash
.
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP)- When their Serb enemies impose
'
Rota was the highest ranking
a deadline for "total defeat," Sarajevo's outgunned defenders take the
official to admit guilt in the post
threat seriously. Theyo exoect a maior offensive soon. "Shen-the bealnnina
of the war, conquerin g Sarajevo has' been their dream," said Zaim Zeljkovie; . office scandal. Rota, who rcsa senior officer in the Bosnian army's 1st Corps. "All the negotiations about
igned under. fire in 1992; admitthe rest of the country-it's just a smoke screen for what they really want."
tcd using the post office as a
The Bosnian Serbs' self-styled leader, Radovan Karadzic, has set Tuesday
source of illegal cash for two
as a deadline, saying the ;Bosnian government faced "total defeat" if it did
lawmakers identified only as
not drop objections by then to the partition of Bosnia into Serb, Croat and
Muslim mini-states. In the past few days, Serb forces have launched attacks
"Congressman A and Congressfrom two directions on government-held areas just beyond the siege lines.
man B."
A federal grand jury has invesAP POLL LOW FOR CLINTON
tigated,
but not charged, at least
NEW YORK (AP)- Six months into his term, President Clinton is viewed as
two current House members and
a strong leader by little more than a third of Americans in an Associated
one former member in the -case,
Press poll. A majority said he already has broken too many of his promises.
Two in five polled gave Clinton a high rating for trustworthiness. Those who
including Ways and Means Cornhave more confidence in Clinton than in Congress to deal with the country's
mittcc Chairman Dan Rostenkproblems dropped to 39 percent, from 55 percent in a poll taken just after
owski,
D-III.
Ns inauguration. It would be bad enough for Clinton if the increase in his
In addition to Rostenkowski,
negative ratings came mostly from a decline in "don't know responses.
the grand jury has investigated-Since some people take several months to make up their mind about a new
president. But the latest poll indicates that Clinton's negative ratings are up
Rep. Austin Murphy, D-Pa. and
largely because his positive assessments are down.
former Rep. Joseph Kolter, D-Pa.
A plea agreement read by
GAY GENE RAISES QUESTIONS
Assistant
U.S. Attorney Thomas
(AP)- If science proves that homosexuality is inherited WASHINGTON
r h
Motley said that Rota allowed
like ed air or blue eyes - members of the gay community say they're
worried that the next step will be to search for a "cure" for what they believe
unnamed lawmakers to obtain
is a natural condition. Science took another step toward that proof last week
cash by turning in stamps and by
in a study that suggests the male homosexual tendency can be inherited
submitting official expense
through the X chromosome. The finding adds to a growing body of evidence
vouchers.
that sexual orientation can be strongly influenced by DNA alone.; Such
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Former House II g
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ending a five-month political deadlock Lt has paralyzed the country. Shard
also dissolved parliament, and elections for the lawmaking tower house of
parliament were expected Oct. 6. The legislatures of Pakistan's four provinces also were dissolved and elections set for Oct. 9. Presidential elections
were expected in the fall. Former World Bank executive Moeen Oureshi was
sworn in as a caretaker prime minister to oversee the elections. Sharif's
term would have expired in 1995.

Jorge Medina Vicdas, chicf
spokesman for the Mexican Interior Ministry, has said his country
received assurances from Beijing
the deported Chinese would not
hc persecuted.
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Editorial
Time to resolve
issues and stop
bickering at.MSU
What are we to make of the Murray State University
board -of regents retreat this weekend?
The perception: that the gap between the administration and the regents seetnsio_haye gone from the
sissippi River to the Grand Canyon.
There was no doubt that the retreat was off to a shaky
start after Wednesday's press conference involving
President Kurth and area business leaders.
The real message and motivation behind that exercise
were obscure at best.
'Then the first day of the retreat Friday was spent
bickering about the agenda and the way information is
presented by the administration to the regents.
What's the problem?
The game playing has got to stop. Everyone has got
to start listening to each other:
With the current financial climate and low morale.
the university does not need anymore bickering.
Each meeting of the regents is of utmost importance.
They are too few and far between for any part of that
time to be spent unproductively.
Let's set a direction for MSU and move toward that
goal. If Kurth's contract is clouding the core issues facing the university, it's time to resolve it and move on.
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Who's running the show?

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

LEFFER

•

Is anybody out there? Who's m
charge here? Can anybody direct
me to the leader?
Power is a carious thing. People always seem to want it and
when they can't have it, there is
tension.
Tension, at least on the Murray
State University board of regents,
is perhaps an understatement.
It•seems while the board and
President Ronald 1. Kurth argue
about who should do what and
what role each body should play,
there are people who are paying
the price.
The price they pay is two-fold.
The price they pay is , high.
First; the customer, the exact
same people the president and the
board are there to serve, is paying
for the trip to Owensboro so that
administrators and regents can
duke it out.
Second, the customer is also
paying more money for less services. (Ross Perot would have a
big time _fixing things at Murray
State)
As an MSU graduate, I can
understand some of the problems
facing Murray State and other
regional institutions. However. I
can not understand' why the
"executive and legislative
branches" of our university take

off out-of-town to discuss what
directly affects Murray.
You don't see Congress and
Clinton high-tailing it. to Canada
for a quick session. The city
council and the mayor, the fiscal
court and the judge/executive
don't skip .up to :Paducah. for
meetings.
During the board of regents
meetings, there was a great deal
of discussion about students.
Hey, that's great. It's good to
know upper-level people haven't
forgotten those, who are the mainstay of the institution,But wait, if the students arc so
important, why not meet where
students could attend. Perhaps
not a single student would show
up to hear the discussion. But at
least, give them a chance to
defend themselves and the university they depend on for a
decent education.

I often wonder if the board and
the president are in touch with
students and the basic premise of
the univcristy.
So the board meets, what .was
accomplished?
Were new agendas set? Did the
group find solutions to problems
like student enrollment, administrative costs, overcrowding,
facilities?
I doubt it.
While Friday's meeting at the
Executive Inn, Owensboro, may
have cleared the air some
.between the. board and the administration, it did little else.
._,Saturday,. Kurth obviously
'deemed accepting an endowment
more important than working on
the fate of his university. Apparently, there was a scheduling
conflict that could not be worked
out.
So what is going on? Who is in
charge?

More importantly, who will
take the fall if things don't go
just right?
This city needs the university.
We need new students to come
here.sand stay. The university is
the single largest employer in Murray.
While the board meets safely
in Owensboro, the rest of us wait
to hear what is going on. Perhaps
those regents who arc not from
Murray or who do not frequent
this area don't understand the
enormity of these meetings.
The sad thing, I think, is that
the bulk of conversation during
the meetings revolved around
who lectured who and how the
agenda was not satisfactory and
how one said something and on
and on and on.
Frankly, that seems a petty,
infantile waste of time. Murray
State University needs help..
Financial burdens are heavy.
Tough decisions will have to be
made and made soon.
So why bother bickering about
the agenda or lectures and just
get the job done. lithe president is trying to do
it, let him. If the board thinks it
can do it better, let it.
But somebody, somehow, just
do it.

Memo draws ridiculefrom GOP
WASHINGTON (AP) —
White House memo outlining
POLITICAL NEWS
administration etiquette for promoting President Clinton's budget
plan is drawing jeers from Republicans, who are offering their
own tips on "body language."
Tom Raum
"Resist the urge to wink,"
Associated Press writer
begins one of the GOP taunts.
At issue is a five-page memo
the White House wrote for Picture."
. Most of all, the memo sugCabinet members and other admigests,
be upbeat.
nistration officials and for Democratic lawmakers.
"If you become a merchant of
Entitled "Hallelujah: Change pain, you'll find that the. middle
is Coming," the document gives class isn't buying — they already
pointers on how officials can put have enough, thank you."
the best face on Clinton's deficitAnd the memo concludes:
reduction plan, now before a "Now go forth and spread the
House -Senate conference good news."
committee.
White House aides said the
The committee is trying to memo was never intended for
hammer out a final compromise public consumption, but as guidebetween different versions passed lines for those who will be discussing the plan with the public.
by the House and the Senate.
"Never forget that the optimBut Republicans who got hold
ism, energy, enthusiasm you pro- of the memo have been having a
ject is vital," reads one of the field day with it. Fax machines
pointers. "Even your most cyni- all over town were humming with
cal critics will walk away the memo Friday.
impressed with your commit"More smoke and mirrors,"
ment. And that's half the battle. asserted Senate Republican LeadYour body language, attitude and er Bob Dole of Kansas.
confidence will be infectious."
And the House Republican
The memo says that if pressed
Conference, headed by Rep. Dick
for details on the plan, "there is
Arnie), of Texas, circulated its
nothing wrong with demurring
list of "more tips on 'body lanfor the moment on the technicali- guage" that it said it was offerties" and returning to "the Big ing ''in the spirit of

THE EDITOR

Dear Editor:
I was out of town and did not see the letter from Terry Carmack to
which Congressman Tom Barlow takes exception in your July 1 issue,
but in his letter Mr. Barlow is as casual with the truth as he accuses
Carmack of being when he says "Maybe it's time for Mr. Carmack to
tell the truth to the American people: 12 years of Republican rule
added S3 trinket to our national debt and did nothing to tackle the
tough problems facing our country."
First, no one rules this country. There are those who try to govern it
and at times they think they do, but no one rules it.
Second, during the 12 years of the Reagan and Bush presidencies
the Republican party had a majority in the Senate for six. Other than
that, the Democrats had a majority — in the Senate for six and in the
House for 12. Thus, Congress was 75 percent controlled by the Democrats during that period. Mr. Barlow knows that the president does not
tax by decree and does not spend by decree, and he also knows that
every penny of that $3 trillion added to the national debt was added
with the cooperation and votes of the Democrat-controlled Congress.
And, so does everyone else — the American people aren't stupid. So,
to say that the debt is due to "12 years' of Republican rule— is- disingenious at best. Moreover, pray tell, Mr. Barlow, what do you think the
debt would now be if Carter, Mondale, and Dukakis had been elected
in 1980, 1984.. and 1988.
Mr. Barlow's disregard for the truth worsens when he says the
Republicans "did nothing to tackle the tough problems facing our
country." "Nothing" is a strong word, Mr. Barlow, and I guess winning the Cold War and the Persian Gulf War, reforming the Social
Security system, reducing nuclear arms and the threat of nuclear holocaust, the longest period of sustained economic growth since the postwar recovery, the Gramm-Rudman I and II deficit reduction attempts,
and lowering inflation and interest rates from their double-digit Carter
highs don't count for anything. They certainly don't when your only
desire is to take cheap partisan shots, but they do when your desire is
to tell the truth.
And, the truth is that the so-called "Bush recession" began when
George Bush allowed himself to be persuaded by Congressional
Democrats to break his 1988 "no new taxes" pledge and sign the 1990
tax increase hill which was to increase jobs and government revenue
and lower the deficit by $500 billion over five years:it did none of
this, of course, but it did defeat Bush in 1992, the real objective.
Now President Clinton wants to do the same thing and it will not
work. Both Presidents Kennedy and Reagan knew that the way to
depress the economy and government revenue is to raise taxes, thereby removing more money from private enterprise, and they both did
just the opposite with good results. The same is true here in our home
state. We had the largest tax increase in Kentucky hisory under Gov.
Wilkinson and that, plus the lottery, was supposed to solve our financial problems. Since then, however, we have had one shortfall after
another.

ANALYSIS

bipartisanship."
Some examples:
—Resist the urge to wink when
you give 'cm the part about making it "easier for businesses to
grow."
—Don't let them sec you
crossing your fingers behind your
back when telling reporters that
the spending - cuts-to-tax increase
ration is one-to-one.
—When you say 'Hallelujah!
Change is Coming:" be sure to
rise from your chair and raise
your hands over your head.
Some Republicans suggested
that distributing the "Hallelujah"
document in federal agencies at
government expense came close
to violating federal laws against
lobbying by the executive branch
and using tax dollars for partisan
activities.
But the White House defended
the practice.
"We are providing public
information about the plan and
we are equipping members of the
administration and our supporters
in Congress with advice on how

to talk about the president's
plan," said White House . aide
David Dreyer, one of the authors
of the memo.
The memo 'was being circulated as the Democrats intensified
their sales campaign for the plan.
David Wilhelm, chairman of
the Democratic National Committee, said the .DNC had two radio
ads on the plan running in 30
markets and would air three new
ones.
So far, $150,000 has been
spent and the party plans to spend
about $100,000 a week for the
next three weeks, he said.
Wilhelm said the GOP and its
business allies have spent hundreds of thousands, "perhaps
millions of dollars," in a "concerted, coordinated effort"
agaihst the president's plan.
To a large extent, the Democratic ads are intended to counter
GOP ads already being
The Democratic ads seek to
contrast the Republican budget
alternative with Clinton's plan.
One features two lobbyists at a
three-martini lunch confidently
predicting that the bill will be
defeated.
"What if people figure Clinton's plan out?" one asks the
other.
"Relax, have another martini," says his friend. "We own this
town."

Ruling weakens broad-form deed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Sidney Cornett was no radical, no
activist. He was a son of Perry
County who was raised to respect
flag and country, and he trudged
off at 18 to join the Army.
"I came up through schools
thinking government was honest
and it was there to protect you. I
didn't question the government
that much," Cornett said.
He didn't question it through a
20-year Army career that
included two tours of duty in
Vietnam. He didn't question it
when he returned to Perry County
in 1974, a retired major, and
bought 20 acres of his grandfather's farm to settle on.
He was aware there were no
mineral rights, Cornett said, but
"I didn't know what kind of mineral agreement my grandfather
had made."
He soon found out.
Land agents arrived, wanting
to strip mine the property. They
owned the minerals and had the
paper to prove it — a broad-form
deed. Companies and speculators
used them by the hundreds to get
the rights to millions of tons of
eastern Kentucky coal in the 19th
and early 20th centurics.
"These land agents told me
that if I didn't agree, they could
take it from me," said Cornett,
who suddenly had a lot of questions. "When I started asking the
authoiities. I found out that legal-

Our problem is not that we don't pay enough taw,. it is that government, and especially the United States government, draws too
much money from the private sector and then spends even more. So,
Mr. Barlow, I'm proud that you've used only W50) of- your mailing
budget and that you voted to cut 55.8 million from Congress' mailing
budget, but that's like dipping out the ocean with a teacup. You don't
even need to cut anything, Mr. Barlow: all you need to do is freeze
spending and in four or five years the budget will balance.
The truth is that you, Congressman Barlow, voted for President
Clinton's tax increase bill in the House. I haven't had a raise in two
years, and other costs have increased. So, what am I supposed to do
without while Billy Boy "tackles the tough problems facing our country" such as gays in. the military? More of the truth is that Steve Ham-,
rick would have voted against that tax increase had he been elected.
You will have another- chance when the tax bill comes back to the
floor from conference, and we'll be watching you very carefully, Mr.
Barlow. Very carefully.
Winfield H. Rose
1523 Canterbury Drive, Murray
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ly, because of the court ruling,
they could."
'The' court ruling" was
Buchanan v. Watson, which Kentucky's highest court handed
down in 1956. It was a turning
point in the mountains.
The court said the generous
terms of broad-form deeds conveyed to the mineral owner a
right to extract his coal in any
manner. That included a technique that came along many
years later — strip mining. Surface land could legally be
destroyed because mineral rights
took precedence.
the decade...that followed,
Cornett and others like him discovered the., horrible consequences of having had the coal
beneath their land deeded away.
Court decisions invariably ran
against them when appealed. Any
legislation that tampered with the
deeds was struck down as unconstitutional. The high court stuck
to a legal doctrine — "stare decisis," a Latin term meaning courts
don't overrule themselves with-..

out a compelling reason.
The plight of landowners
improved a bit in 1987, when the
court said that, from that point
forward, they would have to be
compensated for surface damages. But the principle of Buchanan v. Watson was unchanged: A
mineral owner bent on strip mining — the only way some coal
can be removed without losing
money — could not be precluded.
Whether their ancestors had
signed away their mineral rights
through innocence, ignorance or
duplicity was irrelevant. A contract was a contract. Obligation
of contract was imbedded in the
constitution, and the Sidney Cornetts of eastern Kentucky were
stuck with it.
Thcrc was another turning
point in 1988, when voters
approved, a state constitutional
amendment that had the effect of
requiring a landowner's consent
for removal of coal by strip
mining.
The Supreme Court punctuated
it last week. Deeply divided, the

justices ruled 4-3 that the amendment did not violate the U.S.
Constitution. And in an extraordinary move, they overruled
Buchanan v. Watson and every
ruling that had flowed from it.
John S. Palmore, a former
chief justice who argued on
behalf of mineral owners that the
state amendment illegally took
away federally protected property
rights, was disappointed by the
ruling but had seen it coming.
"It just goes to show you what
a change in the political structure
of the court can do," Palmore
said.
Political change had not been
confined to the court, however.
Accumulated bitterness over
the conflicting interests of
surface-land and mineral owners
led to creation of the Kentucky
Fair Tax Coalition, of which Cornett became a member. Renamed
Kentuckians For The Commonwealth, it spearheaded the campaign that led to an 82 percent
vote for ratification of the 1988
amendment.
"I never did want to be an
activist," Cornett said. "I never
wanted to work against the government. But whenkhey.came on
my land here ..."
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Farmers turn to migrant workers
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Murray Paving Company

In the heart of tobacco country; at an intersection between the towns of Clinton and Prosperity, S.Q.,
- stands a highway sign that Southeasterners hope is not a hint of things to collie should tobacco taxes
be increased.
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tral Kentucky, wages range from
likely to keep increasing because
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
farmers who have used them have
Increasingly, when it comes time 55.09- to S7-per-hour range. Pasfound it is more efficient. Clark
for western Kentucky farmers to chall said.
There are also special headasaid.
bring in their tobacco, it's
"They have been very satisfied
migrants who are doing the work. ches involved in using migrants.
with those- people." he said.
"It's gotten to the point where Foreign workers have to be
"They live right on the fann
you can't__get. dependable help housed. Some farmers rent them
where they are working and the
anymore:: said Mark Paschall, a rooms in local motels: others
fanner knows he has the workers
Calloway County farmer who has have housing on site. The houswaiting for -him every day. lie's
used foreign—migrant workers to ing must meet minimum stannot afraid to cut tobacco late in
help harvest, strip and house his dards, ranging from so many
square feet per person to requirethe day. hecause he knows there
tobacco for four seasons.
will he Workers there the next
"It's worked great. They arc ments that windows have screens.
The
use
of
migrant
labor
is
day."
good help; they want to work.
They are- good-i hands, very
Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
dependable. If it wasn't for them,
I still' wouldn't. be growing
Don't Wait Until Your Parking Lot Deteriorates.
tobacco.
Seal Coat Today!
"I know our economy has
a
been in downturn, but there is
Parking lots • Driveways
work available if you want to
We use only commercial sealer that lasts 3 times longer than retail sealer. We
-work. There just are not-many
guarantee a professional, clean, neat lob with the latest applicating equipdependable workers here ... mayment. Call today for free estimates.
be because the unemployment
rate is so low in Murray."
How many migrant workers are
'151, r, Quail tu Dot pi 't Cost. It Pa v."
being brought in to harvest KenMurray
753-0411
81 East Main
tucky burley and dark fired
tobacco is hard to get a handle
on, said Dick Trimble; a UniverFor Electrical Service
sity of Kentucy extension agricul_—
_said—hc_
-tural- -economist—He
believes there could be as many
as 1.000 migrants toiling in the
state's tobacco patches this year.
Commercial
The main reason local laborers
Residential
arc hard to find may be the kind
Industrial
of Work required. Trimble
New Construction - Repairs
speculated.
Maintenance
"▪ Harvesting tobacco Is not a
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971
fun activity," he -said. "I don't
know of a nice way of putting it,
Call 759-4960
but there are not many people
who enjoy - doing that. You on
.draw whateser inference you
want.
--"Itere- iTr Princeton, ---dirrint,
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
MELBER. KY. • (5021674-5530
tobacco harvest. you can see the
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
CHECK THESE
scramble to-get workers'when it's
Not Pre Fab. Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
FEATURES:
time to cut the tobacco. It is a
i&
t
dpport
Dr&
I. Silt
A. 4" concrete F
very Fs 1 problem_ not made up
neinforted w
ra!ters 2 ft.
I
wire
mesh
.
•
o.
.
or imaginary.''
B. 12'footir.g
J. 1 er p'ywood
:Migrant workers are there to
decking
C. Polyurethan
K Seal down shingles
under concrete
provide labor, not huge savings,
0 Anchor bolts in
L. Overhang covered
farmers say.
concrete
M. Overhead steel
E. Treated
door
You don't hire migrant labor
N. S•eol service door
bottom plates
to get something cheap," said
F.11 studs. 16"0 C
0.2x4 fascia
alum.nuen covered
G. 7/16" Glandes
Will Ed Clark, :general -manager
P 2x10 headers
understdong
of the Western Dark Fired TobacH Masonite. wood or vinyl sidirg
0 4x4 raised curb
co Growers Association.
We offer you: FREE Estmates. References and Location of
"Migrant labor, when you put the
Garages In Your Area, and Written Warrant/.
pencil to it, is as expensive, maybe more expensive,- than hiring
vinyl siding
Deluxe Models
with hardboard siding
locally.''
$3,325
$3,725
(12x20)
t'h CAR
11,', CAR (12x20)
Wages for foreign migrant
$4,025
$4,425
2 CAR (18x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
$4,325
$4,825
workers are -fixed by the governLARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,525
$4,925
2' 1 CAR (24x24)
ment under the 112A program.
22 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' CAR (2.430) $5,525
LARGE 2-2 CAR (24X30) $5,025
Wages vary by region._ depending
on the prevailing wage in that
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
area. In western Kentucky, wages
arc set at S5.09 per hour. in ccn-

Tax would devastate Southeast
Of all thc regions of the country,
the Southeast has consistently
weathered recessions and quietly
provided its people with jobs and
steady growth. Now, all that could
_change.
Various proposals are now being
considered ,in Washington to substantially increaw the federal cigarette tax. But whether we-end up
with a diaibling of the current 24cents-a-pack federal excise tax, or a
Si- increase, Or even the S2 "monster" tax, as the WT, hington Post
labeled one proposal, the economic
impact on our region would be
devastating.
Tobacco is to the Southeast as
logging is to the Northwest...as
petroleum is to the Gulf states and
Alaska...as wheat is to the Midwest.
Here in the Southeast, tobacco provides about 200,0(K) jobs just in
farming and manufacturing. Hundreds of thousands of other jobs arc_
supplied in retailing, warehousing
and many other direct and non-direct ways.
Based on a Price Waterhouse
study, a Si-a-pack increase in the
excise tax would remove from our
region more than S485 million in
annual . tobacco-farm leaf sales.
More than 25,675 farming jobs
would be lost; 8,007 tobacco manufacturing jobs would vanish;6,878
retail jobs would be eliminated; and
some 1,884 wholesale trade jobs
would be gone.
Thousands of businesses -- from
paper companies to computer manufacturers to advisers -- supply the
tobacco industry. With a Si-a-pack
excise tax increase, more than
14,500 jobs in the Southeast alone
.would evaporate from this tobacco-supplier sector of the U.S.
economy. With this loss of workers
and paychecks that buy food, clothing and everything else families
require, a destructive ripple of tobacco unemployment would reach
far and wide,adding another 89,250
Americans to unemployment in the
Southeast.
The total economic damage in
terms of unemployment with a SIa-pack increase: 144,247 jobs and
S3.4 billion in paychecks -- gone.

At 52 a pack in LIN increases, the
pain in our partofthe country would
be unthinkable: more than 287,000
Workers currently participating in
the American economic •system -earning paychecks totaling more'
than So.K billion and paying taxes --would be told to start collecting
unemployment---checks___Irtun—the
government while they look fOr
work elsew here. Taken Iron. our
Southeastern economy''would he
5972 million from tobacco leaf
sales. ,
- Even a "simple- doubling of the
federal cigarette tax -- to 48 cents a
pack -- would he a severe blow to
our region. More than 42.4(X)
workers would face unemployment
and more than SI billion would he
lost in paychecks.
But that's not all. Cigarette taxes
traditionally have been a source for
generating revenue at the state level.
A- large increase in the federal
cigarette tax will reduce sales of
tobacco products. That will-reduce
state cigarette-tax revenue. While
tobacco excise taxes arc low in the
Southeast -- reflecting tobaccos
contribution to the region's economy in many other Ways -- a S1 -apack federal tax increase will cost
Southeastern states S155, million. Will other taxes be raised to make
up the difference? What will be cut?
Education? Support for the elderly?.
A federal cigarette tax increase is
a bad idea for other reasons as well.
Cigarette taxes unfairly hit those
least able to pay: low-and middleincome taxpayers. No matter how
high or low a person's income,he or
she pays the same amount of cigarette taxes -- and that's not fair
economically.
The government will not get the
money it expects by *raising taxes.
In 1990 and 1991, Canadian cigarette tax rates rose 45 percent.
But revenue increased only 1.4
percent. Canadians are crossing the
border to buy their brands in U.S.
Stores. Smuggling and black markets are thriving.
Smokers already pay their fair
share. According to an article in

The Journal of the American Medi17,
cal Association . (March
balance, smokers
1989
probably pay their way with the
current level of excise taxes on
cigareites.- And that statement was
made before the last two federal
excise tax increases and the scores
inere:ises enacted since
of stab'
1989.

•

. _
If America's health-care system is
broken.thcgovernyient should fix it
-.not just throvk more
at the.
problem. At both the state and
federal levels, cigarette taxes are
being proposed to finance healthcare reform. Americans spent S838
billion on health care in 1992. But,
according to Consumer Reports, at
least S200 billion was thrown away
on "overpriced, .useless.,.treatbloated
ments, and on a
bureaucracy."
A major tax increase will not
deter youth from smoking: Wherethis has been tried.,the tax didn't do
what us supporters said it was
supposed tei do. Last year, health
authorities got together to review
the results of a major tax increase
enacted in California three years
earlier. To the dismay of conference participants, a spokesman for.
.the California program reported that
the tax appeared "to have had little
effect: on adolescents,and that their
rate - of smoking was virtually
unchanged.

David -Morris Electric

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.

404

.7ruce47/atize

TRU-TEST

'Given all the reasons why a major
tobacco excise tax increase is a had
idea,a surprisingly large percentage
of Americans seem to favor such a
tax. Or is it so surprising? Threefourths of American adults do not
smoke -- and proponents of the tax
have been doing nothing to discourage the public from assuming that, if
they don't smoke, there will be no
economic price to pay for this tax.
Workers and employers all over
the country will be paying the price,
but it will hurt far more in the
Southeast. Not since RecOnstruction has the Southeast faced such a
critical economic issue.
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WeatherAll
Satin Acrylic Latex House Point
1r, hiding coverage Resist

II

wea.,4ler c.ura-y
-Joins and fading

GAL.
r
511P9 K 401 567 14

AA*
WeatherAll $11
Flat Acrylic Latex House Paint ow best extc,ior
nt provides a tough weather and fade resistant f--isg
;,,, •
of good looks' features easy soap and water
p(i

"

FIPX9 K 351 643 F4

A.1. GUTTERS

p.

"
TRU-TEST$7

ta411)00...,

Quality Work at a fair price.

4-in. %int Brush is our best For use- weth.larp. or
oil finishes Tapered polyester bristles apply

• Ready-rniked Colors &
Whop: Custom Cokws

paint smoothly

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*

Compare WeatherAll and E-Z Kare
Quality to ANY other National Brand!

'91 FORD EXPLORER
EDDIE BAUER
Top of the line, loaded up.
Local trade in, 'stint& green
with tan leather. sharp!

48688

FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
153-7020
arg,

TRU-TEST

n44*
Shop Our
GAL
Complete
T
,ru-Test Paint
Departmns'

E-Z Kore Flat Latex Wall Finish gives
Interrgr walls and
a ring 7istinj. velvet?
iinish that's washable too- no its ideal for any
room' Spatter resist.ant For easy applisation
Soap-and-water cleanup Available in over
EZF1 K 354 217 F4
1,000 color

Si 44

Cain's

Deafer retains factory rebate.
it any Plus tax. ION. IKS0S•
and $25 process taw.

ChRYSLERAYASOUTH.DODGNEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 753-6448

This
ar 46 Newspaper
veitir Contains
Recycled Newsprint.

1007 K 201 2696

Maii-

9-In. Semi-Smooth Roller Cover is
designed for maximum point pickup and
release 3/8 in flop for semi smootl.
surfaces
IRCS-915 K 207 513 12

*

/IV USA

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St. • 753-2571
M-F 730-5:30
Sal. 7:30-5:00

Read the classifieds
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I Local couple will celebrate
50th anniversary Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. John Cohoon will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Tuesday. July 20. A private celebration with family
and friends attending was held Saturday, July 17, at Sirloin Stockade.
Their children are sending their parents on a two weeks' vacation to
Florida.
The couple was married July 20, 1943, in the home of the Rev.
Loyd Wilson. Their attendants were Albert Logan Watson and June
Williams Crider.
Mrs. Cohoon, the former Maudeen Dowdy, is the daughter of the
late Wallace and Cora Dowdy. She retired in 1988 from Kenlake State
Park after 14 years as hostess and cashier.
Mr. Cohoon, son of the late Euckley and Siddte Cohoon, worked
for 36 years with the Murray Division of Tappan Company and retired
from Murray State University after eight years service.
They have four sons — Donnie Cohoon and wife, Sara, Joe Pat
Cohoon and wife, Cyndi, Teddy Cohoon and wife, Shelia, and Mark
Cohoon and wife, DeeDe,e, all of Murray. They have three grandsons,
Vijay Cohoon, Damon Cohoon -and John Robert Cohoon, and two
stepgreat-grandsons, Dan and Don Hudson.

CALENDAR
TiiMiny Michelle Tidwell and
Jimmy Shane Jackson to marry

Tidwell-Jackson wedding
vows to be said Aug. 14

*

Mr. and Mrs. Rodney- Tidwell of Rt. 2, Murray, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Tammy
Michelle Tidwell, to Jimmy Shane Jackson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale Jackson of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Beauton Hart and the
late Red Hart and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Billy Tidwell.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Chester and Pauline Jackson
and Mary Alice Vaden of Mayfield.
Miss Tidwell is a graduate of Graves County High School and is
attending Paducah Community College. She is employed at Community Hospital, Mayfield.
Mr. Jackson is a graduate of Graves County High School. He is
employed at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The wedding vows will be said on Saturday, Aug. 14, at 6 p.m. at
Pryorsburg United Methodist Church at Pryorsburg.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

FAR LANDS
TRAVEL AGENCY
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$19) 9
August Departure
First Person Pays
3 Nights $519.00
First Person Pays
4 Nights $569.00
First Person Pays
7 Nights $779.00

502 Maples
Murray II

-Roundtrip Air From Nashville Arcommodattont plus tax at 5 Star
Resort. Airport Hotel Trun•rers

NEW FACILITY?
OPENING AUGUST 1993
Kindergarten thru Grade 4
(adding 1 additional grade per year

Moeda), July 111
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepied...Masonsfl:10- p t fliPlas• haiL
Single Toor/ p.m./Louies Steak House.
Info/Wynnona, 753-7845.
Murray Middle School Site-Based Council meeting/5 p.m./temporary office in
Arts Building.
Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International/630 p.m. ice cream
supper/Murray-Calloway County Park.
Hazel/Harris Grove Fire Distnct 6 will
meet/7 p.m./Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad Station. Murray. Murray -Calloway County Pails
Board/5:30 p.m./Murray City Hall.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley Community Center
Westside Baptist Church Bible School/6
p.m.
West Murray Church Christ Bible
School/1:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Bible School/6-8:45 p.m. and Puppets/8
First United Methodist Church events
include Apple Pie Brigade/1:30 p.m.;
Reach-Out Callers 111/4 p.m.; Long Range
Planning to Paris 1st/4:45 p.m.; VBS
Teacher Training Workshop/6 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Last "Trot" Classr1:01 pm
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/153-8136 or 435-4314.
Murray Unit of National
Hairdressers/630 p.m./Mane Event.
Tuesday, July 20
Retirees of Local 1068 and other locals
of UAW-AFL-CIO meet/noon/Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Planning Commission/7
p.m./Murray City Hall.
East Calloway Elementary School SiteBase Council/3 p.m./Calloway County
Board of Education office. Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Community Center open 8 a.m.-4
p.m for senior citizens' activities.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 am/Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
TOPS 134/First Presbyterian Church/6
p.m. Info/759-9964.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-00132.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Ilomeplace Restaurant.
Christian Women's Club of Murray/
noon/Holiday Inn.

Tuesday, July 19
First Baptist Church events include
Saints- Alive--Choir-rebearsal/9*.m. agul *Senior Adult Center/10 a.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/R
p.m./American Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Como, Tenn./9-1I a.m.
and Cottage Grove, Tenn./12:30-2:30 p.m.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m./Educational Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital. Info/762-1389
or 762-1447.
Murray Art Guild business meeting/I
p.m. at Guild House.
Calloway County Public Library events
include Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and
Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Bible School/6
p.m.
Westsidi Baptist Church 'Bible School/6'
p.m.
West Kentucky Youth Series/7:30
p.m./Northside Church of Christ.
Mayfield.
West Murray Church of Christ Bible
Schoolf1:30 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
Breakfast after 8 a.m. Mass at Gleason
Hall.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium Show/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
p.m./Visitor Center; Iron Industry/10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m.. Food Preservation
depending on garden yields/Ilomeplace;
Deer Up Close/10 a.m., Snakes and
Turtles/1 p.m., Eagles Up Close/2 p.m.,
Red Wolves/3 p.m./Nature Center.

Tyler Austin
Evans is born
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Evans of
Rt. 1, Box 56-C, Dexter, are the
parents of a son, Tyler Austin
Evans, born on Monday. June 21,
at 10:38 p.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospitat.The baby weighed eight
pounds 13 ounces and measured
214 inches. The mother is the
former Veronica Duncan.
Grandparents are Jimmy and
Janice Barlow of Rt. 1, Benton,
and Sara and Gray Nance of Rt.
8, Murray.

PIXY IS COMING TO JCPENNEY
WITH GREAT PORTRAIT VALUES
AND CHOICE!
Some studios
require that you
choose the
portrait you
want for your
special before
it's even taken!
At Pixy you
choose after
you've seen all
of your options.

in the

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 S. 15th Street at Main
Murray, KY

5x7

MURRAY CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY
Academic Excellence in a Christian Environment

• Now accepting applications for Student Enrollment •

For Additional Information,Please Call
759-4127 or 759-1255

Jo Burkeen

Murray Today editor
Retired employees of Local 1068 of UAW-AFL-CIO will meet
Tuesday. July 20, at noon at Sirloin Stockades Murray. All retirees of
this local and other locals and their spouses are invited to attend.

MHS Football Team Cookout planned
7

Murray High School Football Team Cookout will be Thursday, July 27. at
p.m. This will be at the field house behind the MHS building.

Free tests will be given Tuesday

Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday. July 20, from noon to
2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church. This is a free service of the
church.

Story Hours scheduled this week

Stcrry-Hours will be held at Calloway County Public Library this week. The
theme will be "Foolish Furniture.' Story Hours, a book-enrichment program
designed for children, ages 3-7, will be held from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. each
Tuesday and Wednesday. A special 30-minute version, Parents and Twos,
is designed for children, age 2, accompanied by a parent or adult, is each
Tuesday and Wednesday. at 9:30 a.m. Interested persons may call the
library at 753-2288.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, July 20, at'6 p.m. in the meet-

ing room of Calloway County Public Library. The lesson on 'Machine Quilt-Mg with-the-Home Sewing-Machete' wilt-be presented bretveryt-Staugh-ter: For more information contact Peggy Smith at 759-4769.

TOPS will meet Tuesday

Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky *34, will meet Tuesday. July 20, at First
Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray. Weigh ins begin at 6
p.m. and meeting at 7 p.m. TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) is an international non-profit weight control program and support group: For further information call 759-9964.

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday. July
20, at 7 p.m. at the new KiC Building on Squire Hale Road, between South
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m. Proceeds are used for church and civic projects.

Coffee Break Tuesday

A-Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, July .20, at
a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Parents Anon_ymous Tuesday

The local chapter of P-arents Anonymous has changed its meeting from
Monday to Tuesday of each week. The meeting will start at 6 p.m. on Tuesday. July. 20. For more information call 753-0082.

Art Guild meeting on Tuesday

Murray Art Guild will have its monthly business meeting on Tuesday, July
20. at 1 p.m. at the guild house at 103 North Sixth St., Murray. Patricia
Clark, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend. The
Guild is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesday. Wednesday and Friday
and from 6 to 9 p.m. on Thursday.

East Site-Based meeting on Tuesday
East Calloway

Elementary School Site-Based Council will meet Tuesday,
July 20, at 3 p.m. The meeting will be in the office of Calloway County Board
of Education. Jim Feltner, principal, urges all members and interested persons to attend, and to note the place of the meeting.

CPR Recertification Class planned
A

CPR (cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) Recertification Class will be
Saturday. July 24, at 1 p.m. in the Educational Area of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Ann Ingle R.N. will be the teacher for the class. To register
for the class call the office of Calloway County Chapter of American Red
Cross at 753-1421,- from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. July 20, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Emma Sue Hutson
will present a program on -Changing Times of Our Lives.' SOS is a nonprofit support and social group for single adults, whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela at
753-7638 or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday

Murray Overeaters Anounymous will meet Wednesday, July 21, at 5:15

p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all interested persons.
OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all walks of life who meet in
order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only
requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is
patterned after Alocholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, ncliees,
no weigh-ins and no diets.

Compassionate Friends will meet

***** * * * * * * * * *
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Pixy!

Get this 4- Portrait Special - one
8x10,two 5x7s and eight wallets
from one pose of your choice in I
the finished portrait envelope.
plus 36 Mini-prints all for $4.95.
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CCHS Class of 1988 plans reunion

Calloway County High School Class of- 1988 Will have its 5-year reunion

on Saturday, July 31, at Kenlake State Park. Registration will be at 4 p.m.
and the meal will start at 5 p.m. Persons planning to attend should RSVP to
Ginger Evans Hale, 753-0625, Reshana Darnell, 489-2114, or Lydia Cathey,
436-5269. To help in the organization, call Jennifer Geuriri Stubblefield at
759-4411.
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Mitchell's Carpet
and Floor Covering
We would like to announce that Mitchell's
Carpet& Floor covering will remain open for
business. We will continue to offer quality
carpets and quality vinyl with professional
installation.
Thanks to all ourcustomersfor your business!
- Clara & Brad Mitchell

arm other
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Lake Barkley State -Resort Pa* Fitness Center will present "The 1993
Summer Stint' on Saturday, July 24. Both the 5K non-competitive walk and
the 5K competitive walk will start at 7 a.m. T-shirts will go to all walkers with
trophies to the top five finishers in the male division and female division of
competitive walk. A continental breakfast will be served after the race. For
more information call 1-924-1131, Ext. 593.
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Lake Barklet event scheduled
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Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Juy 22, at 7:30 p.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group comprised
of those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult through accident,
illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages.
You will have contact with people who listen and who otter .support,'
according to Chapter Leader Hilda Bennett. For more information call Bennett at 498-8324 or Chaplain Rebecca Church, 762-1274.

Hours: 8-5 Mon.-Fri. / 9-12 Sat.

Hwy. 94 West • Murray • 753-2392
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Golf play on Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play. golf on Wednesday. Juls 21, at
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to' play nias come
and he paired at the tee. Hostesses will be Billie Cohoon and
Sherri Gibbs. If a person is unable to play. please call one of the
hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Betty Stewart Margaret
4 --91suffett. Mary O'Day and Diane
' Villanova,
Tee 3 - Edith Garrison Toni Hopson Cathryn Garrott and Dana
Stonecipher.
Tee 4 - Freda Steely. Peggy Shoemaker Sherri Gibbs and Billie
Cohoon
Tee 5 - Betty Scott Patti Claypool

OOK

0 will meet
$111 retirees of
xi to attend.

tned
iy. July 27. at
uilding.

Row era ,.,rrand Mary Sue Rya
too 6 Billie Wilson Ann &OW
Rebecca lhest and Rebecca Irvan
Tel 7 Sue Callahan Marion Pool
Beth Belote and Louise Lamb
V. inner. of - pLo on Wedne,
July 14, fuse been release
bs Betty Lowrs, hostess, 1,
Championship flight winner
Mars Bogard:
Ben,
I'listnight *inner
Stewart; •
Second 'flight winner - Heti
Si.ou won on a count hack:
Third flight winner - Martha S
Ryan.
Fourth flight ss- inner- Rebecs
West:
O'Day.
ow Putts - Ma

from noon to
service of the
•

his week The
Tient program
30 a m each
Its and Twos,
adult, is each
may call the

1/2 PRICE
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- t -Robin Denise Westerman and
Chad Lee Young to marry

in the meetAachine Quiltiryt Slaughter.

Jill Lee Harp and
John Edward Outland III to marry

Westerman-;Young vows Harp and Outland-vows
will be said on Sept. 24 are planned on July 31

y 20, at First
,ns begin at 6
is an internar further infor,

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Westerman of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Robin Denise
Westerman, to Chad Lee Young. son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Young of
Murray.
Miss Westerman is the granddaughter of Mrs. Margaret Hughes of
Puryear. Tenn., and the late Noble Hughes, and of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Westerman of -Murray. •
Mr. Young is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hale and of Mrs.
Voltne Young and the late Truman Young, all of Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High School,
_is currently employed as 4.Chirepractic Assistant with Family -Chiropractic Center ol Murray.
The groom-elect, a 1988 graduate of Eastwood Chnstian Academy,
is currently employed as foreman at Treas Lumber Co.
• The wedding vows will be exchanged on Fnday. Sept.- 24. at 7:30
p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist' Church.
• A reception will follow the ceremony at the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.

Tuesday, July
etween South
at 6 p m Pro-

St Church on
iterested per-

meeting from
p.m. on Tues-

Tuesda_y. July
may. Patricia
o attend. The
3y and Friday

Jill Lee Harp and John Edward Outland Ill announce their
engagement- and forthcoming marriage.
.
The bride7elec1 is the daughter of Larrs and Brenda Harp of
Carterville.
The groom -- elect is the son of Eddie and Betty Outland, formerlsot
• Murray, and, the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Nilaiiard ol Mums.
.Miss Harp is a graduate of Carterville High School-. and Nill attend - John A. Logan College in the
.
Mr. Outland is a graduate of Canerville High School, a 1(NO graduate of Southern Illinois University at Carhoridaic, and v.r11 attend
.sem na
UV-. the
fall, -tie is dayinfiettarts-gcr--rd
-m—
Carbondale.
The wedding is planned fOr Saturday. July 31.

Thursday hospital report listed
Three newborn admissions,
dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-

MHS Cheerleaders win camp awards

day

Cheerleaders from Murray
High School recently attended the
UCA Cheeleading Camp at Lambuth University. Jackson, Tenn.
Throughout the week both the
MHS Girls' and Boys' Varsity
Cheerleader Squads received
superior ribbons on evaluation of
cheer and sideline material and a
spirit stick daily.

leet luesday,
County Board
nerested per-

•;lass will be
rray-Calloway
is To register
$merican Red
lh Friday

July 20, at 7
a Sue Hutson
OS is a nonlways single,
II Pamela at

y 21, at 5:15
sted persons.
who meet in
ing. The only
Isively. OA is
lues. norfees,

Each squad attending votes for
The MHS Girls' squad won
the squad that exemplifies good
second in their division for their
cheerleading techniques, leaderhome porn routine and also won
ship qualities and cooperation. second in the camp championship
The MHS Boys' squad received for both their camp sideline and
this award, the Master Leadership cheer.
Award. They also won--the-camp--- — Three seniors, Courtney
championship trophy for their
Adams, Jennie Bell, and Melony
camp cheer and received second
Stambaugh, were picked for the
for their camp sideline.
UCA All-Stars.
Boy'.;' cheerleaders are Courtney Adams, Keni Bunt!, Jennie
Bell, Lindsay Branch. Carroll
Lane Christopher, Sara Fitts-,
Tory Holton, Michelle Mitchell
and Melony Stambaugh.
Girls' cheerleaders are Kim
Alexander, Angie Colson,
-Danielle Glover, Taryn. Hansen,
Crystal Johnson, Kristin Johnson,
Sarah Kingins, Stephanie Simmons and Shwa Waller.

la) for Thursday. July 15, have
been released as follows.:
Newborn admissions
Ellis baby girl, mother. Lisa Hopper,
Rt, 1. Box 176F. Springville. Tenn ,
Cherry baby boy. mother, Franhhawn Blanton 114- Spruce St
Murray.
Sharp' baby boy mother. Pamela
&Ion E-7 Southside Manor. Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Brandy L Armstrong and baby
boy. 1505 A Clayshire, Murray,. JohnH McCuan. RI 1. Box 134C.
Farmington:
John Leroy Felty. 502 Beale St .
Murray. Ms Nova Lee Swift. Fern Terrace. Murray: Ms Reba Alice Clayton
422 South Eighth St ,- Murray,
Patrick R Crocker Rt 4, Box 263
A. McKenzie: Tenn.: Ms Mary E
Boyd, 1625 Olive Si- Murray: Pat W.
Carraway, 724 Fairlane. Murray.
Mrs Dorothy Brewer. Rt 1, Box
351A, Boaz; Emmett -Fulton Henderson. 43 Cunningham, Cadiz. Ms Joyce G Wyatt, 623 Ellis. Murray. •
Thomas B Hogancamp, 511 Blair.
Murray; Ms Thelma R Pool. 1612
Kirkwood. Murray. Thomas- Hughes.
RI 2, Box 177. Hazel,
Ms. Ernestin Skinner, 206 Pine-St
Murray. Mrs. Joe Nell West Drenner,
1625 Catalina. Murray.
Expirations
• Mrs. Helen Ruth Lee. 1656 College
Terrace. Murray; Max Tutt. 1720 North
Fourth St. Murray

Warner girl
wins honors Oaks' ladies
plan events

0 p.m. in the
up comprised
Jgh accident,
miscarriages.
Her support,"
lion call BenMurray High School Boys' Cheerleaders are, from left, first row,
Lindsay Branch, Ken i Bazzell, Carroll Lane Christopher, Michelle
Mitchell, back row, Courtney Adams, Tory Holton, Sara Fitts,
Jennie Bell and Melony Stambaugh.

'The 1993
tive walk and
I walkers with
tie division of
the race. For

on

-year reunion
be at 4 p.m.
Duld RSVP to
_ydia Cathay,
tubblefield at

ell's
for
kllty
mal

Murray High School Girls' Cheerkaders are, from left, first row,
Kim Alexander, Crystal Johnson, Danielle Glover, Shauna Waller,
back row, Sarah Kingins, Angie Colson, Kristine Johnson, Taryn
Hansen and Stephanie Simmons.
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TREASURE HOUSE
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OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

Samantha Kegan Warner
Samantha Kegan Warner
received a trophy for Little Princess in the 13-23 months..catcgory at the Freedom Fes1 Pageant.
sponsored by Ladies Auxiliary of
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad on June 26 at Calloway
County High School.
Along with her Little Princess
Trophy, she also received a best
personality trophy and prettiest
smile trophy.
Samantha is the daughter of
Barbara C. Warner; granddaughter of Sam and Carolyn Warner:
and great-granddaughter of James
and Dorothy Lamb.

DAILY SHIPPING
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
NI-S 9:00-5:00

`ttaily

On All Summer
Merchandise
In Progress Now at...

csuzit

*pm

(Murray Store Only)

University Plaza • 753-7657

VACATION
BIBLE SCHOOL
West Murray
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corncr of 110;id.-iv

& Dorm NJ

July 19-23

I

7:30 p.m.
Class-es For

-

All Ages

Cecil .- Belcher
be teaching the adult
class in a -study of

"The New Life In' Christ.If

Ladies' day events. at the Oaks
Country Club will he Wednesday.
July 21.
Bridge will be played at 9 a.m.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
Pairings will be made at the tee.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, July 14, have besn
released as follows: Championship flight - Irene
Woods, first, Ada Roberts.
second;
First flight - Nancy Rogers,
first, Debbie Ray, second;
Second flight - Shirley LaMastus, first, Sue Veazey, second:
Third flight - Crystal Parks,
first. Hazel Beale, second;
Fourth flight - Mary Alice Garner. first, Martha Enix, second;
Low Putts - Nancy Rogers.
Now through July 31, save
20% on perms and relaxers.
Also save on Paul Mitchell's*
Perm Pals. For only 3.99 you'll
receive a 2-oz., Super Charged
Conditioner, a super gentle
Detangler Comb, both a 7.45
value, plus a certiIicate worth
3.99 off your next complete
salon service.

b

f
Amy Waldrop
bride-elect of
, Brad Maness
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Pie imports
Ammar Sloe 116

12058 Chestnut'7531851

.1

For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5565.
wpm.. t. S.wt of p••••ns
Ong'
,AI. anti
,..Rularry room'$45,mcl
dolman vows addltional chary

AV
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5

10-8,

No Appointment
Necessary Call 759-9811
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SPORTS
White Hot

Shark of old
resurfaces
in Sandwich

Norman holds off charging Faldo
to claim second British Open win
By BOB GREEN
AP Spans Writer
SANDWICH, England (AP) —
Alter so many defeats and disappointments, Greg Norman knew
he would eventually redeem himelf. Ile finally did in the British
()pen.
"I knew I could do it. And I
did it. I did it my way," Norman
said Sunday after posting the
lowest score ever in the British
Open — a 13 under-Oar 267 — to
beat defending-champion Nick
Faldo by two shots.
"This isn't going to be the last
one," he said.
Norman may never again play
better than he did Sunday on the

Schwettman
shoots 139
to win Oaks
Murray's Craig Schwettman
won the Oaks Invitational this
weekend at the Oaks Country
Club by four strokes.
Schwettman, who starred at
Murry High School and played golf at Murray State, shot
five-under par 139, besting
Don Cothran and Price Coakley by four strokes.
Schwetunan shot a 70 on
Saturday, and a three-under 69
on Sunday to claim the title.
(- ihran fired a 73-70, while
(..,akley, who also played at
MSU, shot a 71-72.
Flight winners included Jeff
Biehslich, first flight; Purdom
Lovett, second flight; Ricky
Atkins, third flight; Jim
Blancher, fourth flight; and
Joey Williams and Ken Shaw
(tie), fifth flight.

sandhills of Royal St. George's. tournament has ever seen, one
It was the best round of a globe- lower than the old record 268 set
trotting career that has produced
by Tom Watson in 1977 at Turn63 victories.
berry, in Scotland.
"It was perfect," Norman
Masters champion Bernhard
Langer of GermanY, who fell vicsaid.
tim to a double bogey-7 after
He hit all the greens. He hit all
the fairways. Furthermore, he hit pushing his tee shot out of
the fairways where he wanted to bounds on the 14th, was alone in
be, for the most advantageous third at 270 after a 67.
shot to the flag.
Peter Senior of Australia, who
"I was playing a chess game," ran off a string of three consecuhe said. "I hit every shot on the tive birdies with--his chin-high
middle of the clubface. I never putter, and Corey Pavin were
hit a wrong shot."
next at 272. Senior shot 6-7 and
There were only two glitches, Pavin, who shared the third round
both with the putter, one that fail- lead, could do no better than 70.
Paul Lawrie of Scotland holed
ed to get up a steep ridge on the
a 3-iron second shot on the 17th
seventh, and the miss of-one from
for an cagle-2 on the way to a 65
18 inches on the 17th.
In the end, neither mattered. that put him in a tie at 274 with
The driving and the ball-striking 23-year-old Ernie Els, of South
Africa and Nick Price., who came
did the job. Faldo, the three-time
into this tournament riding a
champion, played well, but with
Norman playing flawlessly Faldo string of two consecutive victories. Els shot 68 and Price 69.
had little or no chance.
Essentially
., however, it was a
Faldo shot a strong 67, three
Norman. Faldo
three-man race
under par, but it was only good
enough for second, two shots and Langer — uut4--avv,,Australian pulled away on thF-back
back at 269.
nine.
That's 11 under par, good
"To be able to say 1 heat those
enough to win all but one of the
121 previous British Opens. But
Norman's score'was the best this • TURN TO PAGE 9

SANDWICH, England (AP)
— This time he put disappointment in the rearview mirror instead of the seat next to
him. This time Greg Norman
was driving without fear.
And putting and chipping
and hitting irons and wedges,
low -running hooks, high arching fades and dead straight ropes with a mastery
he feared he'd never .know
again.
"I hope I can say this one
more time in my career: I never mishit a shot," Norman said
late Sunday afternoon.
"I hit every dove perfect, I
hit every iron shot perfect. ...
I'm not a person who boasts,
but I'm just in awe of myself
for the way I hit the golf hall
today.
"It was," he added, "just
perfect."

Greg Norman found few bunkers on the way to winning his second British Open championship.,

Braves snare Padres latest castaway
By BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Writer

SAN DIEGO — First baserzian
Fred McGriff and his Sweet home
run swing are going, going, gone,
'victims of a salary purge that has
left the San Diego Padres woefully short of star ballplayers.
The defending NL home run
champion was sent to the Atlanta
Braves on Sunday for three minor
league players, a move likely to
infuriate Padres fans even further.

Three weeks ago. the Padres
traded 1992 NL batting ihampion
Gary Sheffield and his S3.11 milli In salary to t'-.0 Florid, ktarlin
for a rookie and two minor
leaguers.
--San 'Diego has hacked away
more than $12 million in salaries
since opening day•1992,.and its
current payroll of S16.8 million
includes 12 players who make the
minimum S109,(XX) salary. Ten of
them are rookies. inclu.iing six
pitchers.

• "From what they've been telling me. it's basically money,"
said McGriff, whose 54 million
alar torped the Padres "1 ne•
er thought it would get to the day
where I made too much money
and it became' a had situation."

goes from Class A Durham
Class A Rancho Cucamonga.
The Braves hope McGriff will
the''
battii.,.
average — the worst in the NL
— and help them score more
runs. Atlanta ranks near the bottom in runs *scored.

The Padres got switch-hating
"He -can add some excitement
outfielder Melvin Nieves and
to our lineup," manager Bobby
right-hander Donnie Elliott, who
Cox said. "He's an impact playwill move from Class AAA Richmond to Class AAA Las Vegas, :cr. Any club can certainly use a
and outfielder Vince Moore, who --guy .like that. We -certainly can."

Cardinals get power
out of Whiten; keep
getting closer to Phils
S F. LOUIS (AP) - Mark Whitill IS becoming something the St.
Louis Cardinals haven't had for a
long time, a power hitter.
- Whiten drove .in three runs,
including a home run and the
.game-winning sacrifice fly Sunday to lead the Cardinals to a 7-6
victory over the Houston Astros
in 11 innings.
The Cardinals won three out of
four from the Astros and trail the
Philadelphia Phillies by three
games in the NI East.
Whiten has 14 home runs and
56 RBIs and may be the power
hitter the Cardinals haven't had
SITICC- Jack Clark left in 1987.
"I've never been in a pennant
race before," Whiten said. "I
think the whole team is in the
right groove now. We're playing
the kind of baseball we're capable of.''
Whiten was 5-for-12 with three
home runs and nine RBIs against
the Astros and the Houston players noticed the-new dimension in
the Cardinals offense.
"The Cardinals are a scrappy

EARN
6.00%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUI I 1
RATE Gl ARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

bunch, but they're not going to
home run you to death," Jeff
Bagwell said. "But Mark Whiten
is changing that. He beat us with
that home run today and it
seemed like every time he came
up, there was someone on base
and he did the job."
Whiten said Sunday's win may
be a milestone in the season
because the Cardinals came from
behind, lost the lead and won
with strong relief pitching by Lee
Guetterman (2-1).
Cardinals manager Joe Torre
said Whiten is having a positive
impact on catcher Todd Zcile.
"Todd is getting better pitches to
hit, and I don't think he feels a
lot of pressure batting cleanup
with Whiten behind him," Torre
said.
Zeile has a career-high
16-game hitting streak.
Guetterman said he's lucky to
be in a pennant race. "At the
beginning of the season, I was
sitting at home looking for a
job," he said. "To get on with
this team is a break that I didn't
even dare dream of."
The victory was important for
the pennant drive, Torre said.
"Wc had to win this game to
take the series. Splitting with
Houston wouldn't have done us
any good."
While the Cardinals are charging after the Phillics, the 47-44
Astros are sputtering.
"We keep saying we're going
to do it and we know the talent's

STEVE PARKERLeoger & ",es photo
Murray-Calloway Swim Team coach Pat Wathen (white shirt) and assistant coach Eric Rau,
right, watch one of the boys' relay teams swim to a first place finish.

Murray swims to unbeaten mark
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger I Times Sports Editor

Murray-Calloway Swim
Team coach Pat Wathen. has
had a tough year contolling his
swimmers. They've been pushing him around all summer.
"At the end of every meet,
the swimmers throw the winning coaches in the pool,"
Wathen explained dunng Saturday's final meet at the MurrayCalloway County Park, "and
we've been wet a lot this year."

Saturday was no different, as
Murray-Calloway wrapped up
its season with a 339-152 win
over Marion, giving the local
swim team an undefeated
season.
Murray won nine meets and
tied Paducah. The only setback
came when the team split into
two squads to compete in two
different meets. As one powerful unit of swimmers, MurrayCalloway has not been topped.
"We have kids in every
relay," Wathen explained of his

65 amphibious athletes. "We
have a good high school group
and that's rare. But that's why
we're so strong —'' We're
balanced in every event."
Wathen, who has 22 years of
coaching experience in Indiana
and Kentucky, has found a
home in Murray.
"This is the best organization
I've ever worked with," said
Wathen, who will move his
family to Murray to begin yearMI TURN TO PAGE 9

INVESTMENTS

753.4703
Bob
Cornelison

AP Columnist

Norman was every bit of
that Sunday, shooting a 64
under rolling gray clouds and
over the treacherous links of
Royal S. George's. His closing round — "I hit every shot
right in the middle of the
face" — was the lowest score
ever by a British Open champion, as was his 267 total.
More impressive still, Norman posted those numbers
with defending champion Nick,.
Faldo and Masters winner
Bernhard Langer hard on his
heels, the kind of pursuers
who once would have caused a
meltdown of both his game
and his psyche.
Yet Norman was quick to
concede Sunday's pleasure
would not erase the pain of a
golfing past haunted by the
failure to slam the door behind
him in similar situations —
not to mention ending up the
heavy in four of the most
freakish losses the game has
ever seen.
"The disappointments are
always going to be there,
because you can never make
up for what happened," Norman said. "They're done.
They're history.
"Yeah, I would like to say I
beat Bob Tway. I would like
to say I beat Larry Mize and
those other guys, too. I didn't.
"But I hung around, and I
came back. That's the most
important thing. I came back.
And with a lot of gusto."
From the day he walked into
the press tent at the Masters a
decade ago with long blond
hair and a longer tee ball and
let slip that he hunted sharks
for recreation, Norman became
"The Great White Shark." He
never hungered for money or
notice again.
Major victories, though,
eluded his grasp with stunning
regularity. And they did so in
ways so cruel or so strange it
made some critics think that in
addition to lacking luck, he
was short on guts and gray
matter, 100.
In 1986, Norman led going
into the last round of all four
majors. He won only the third,
the British Open at Turnberry.
And - what happened in the
fourth sent Norman into the
first tailspin of his career.
On the 72nd hole of the
• TURN TO PAGE 9

• TURN TO PAGE 9

FARM
BUREA
Also Available As I.R.A.

JIM
LITKE

Grand Classic Tires
95

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

(Cooper\
TIRES

As Low As

59

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
'Daily & Weekly Rentals
'Clean, Dependable Cars
'Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461
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II Shark ofold...

Jane Rogers Ins.

TRIATHLON
FROM PAGE 8

Murray's Adam Lanning won the ovor-60 age group at the Might. Miko
Triathlon, in FOrfni _City, Ark. on Saturday. Ho finished the 1/2 mil* swim,
14-mils bike and 5 kftmeter run in 1:23.
•Earlior this month, Lanning and Murray's Dan Thompson competed in the

PGA Championship, Tway stole
the silverware by holing out of a
bunker with Norman standing on
the green. The next spring. at
Augusta, Larry Mize holed a running chip from 120 feet on the
first hole of a playoff to steal the
green jacket, again with Norman
on the green. In 1990, Robert
Gamez holed a 7-iron on the last
hole at Bay Hill; two weeks later,
David Frost frosted Norman
again, this time from a bunker in
New Orleans.
Still, none of those cut as
deeply as what Faldo did to him
at the 1991 British Open at St.
Andrews. The two, battling for
the top spot in golf, went out as
so-leaders at 12-under' for the
third round. Norman shot 76 to
move out of contention and was

Grandfather Mountain Marathon in Boone, N.C. Thompson finished 38th
overall in 3:27, while Lanning finished third in the over-60 age group in
4:57.

TENNIS
Mary Maddox won the girls 18-and-under consolation division of the PNC
Bank Heartland Junior Tennis Classic this weekend in Elizabethtwon. She
defeated Lis Hatmaker of Hogdenville, 6-1, 6-2 in the championship
match.

ch

I (AP)
disap• mir-

LOCAL BASEBALL

IOU to

CONNIE MACK

orman
ar.
ipping
edges,
highdeadlastcry
know

The Murray Express Connie Mack baseball team assured itself of a trip
to the state tournament in Bowling Green Friday night by beating Marshall
County 9-0. Murray will play the Marshall-Lyon winner in Tuesday night's
'
championship game at the old city park.
Joe Alderdice was the winning pitcher, going five innings and giving up
two hits. Jay Paul Herndon recorded the save. Sean Waller went 2-for-3
with 5 RBIs while Wesley Cogdell and Shane Raspberry each went 2-for2. Jason Fite, Jared Fite, Casey Williams and Shane- Schroader also had
hits.
•
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there," Bagwell said. "But we
haven't done it. I don't know
why, but it hasn't happened. We
keep waiting, but it's getting late.
Neither starter made It past the
sixth inning in the 97-degree
heat. Mark Portugal, who was
seeking his third win against the
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"Our first year parents really
. jumped in. And, an experienced
board helps."

-

The Heat ended its season over the weekend by dropping two games to
Knott County in the Pee Wee Reese State Tournament. On Friday, the
Heat dropped a 5-3 decision, Jeremy Weber and Markise Foster had two
hits each. On Saturday, the Heat dropped an 8-4 contest, despite two doubles by Foster and two hits from Thurman Foster. The Heat finished the
season at 26-12, and won two tournament titles.
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III Norman wins...
FROM PAGE 8
•

up.
And that's what happened
against Faldo on the third round
of the 1990 British Open at St.
Andrews.
you

two guys, it's one of the proudest
days of my life," Norman said.
And beating Faldo, ranked No.
1 in the world, was more than a
little special, too. It laid to rest
another of the mental demons
that plagued him, perhaps the
most nagging, annoying, frustratInv r1Pmon of ihem ,all.
"When somebodyi beats you,
all you can do is shake his hand
and congratulate him and try to
forget about it, put it in the
past," Norman said. "You can't
control what somebody else does.
What makes you mad is when

305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

•

753-9627

1,•11•••••

411

s u••ace

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm it there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Officers: Bloomington, Illinois
West Domes

MAJOR LEAGUES
AN Times CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Earl Division
W
51
42
New 'Yoh
51
42
Toronto
Baltimore
50 42
SO
42
Desna
48 43
Boston
43 49
Cieveland
53
37
Milwaukee
West Devlegee
W
L
49 41
Chicago
66 44
Kansas CA
46 44
Togas,
45 47
Seattle
Callorna
41 46
39 49
Oakland
37 62
Mnnesota
Sunday's Genies
Boston 7 Solla9411 6
Cleveland 2 Callao. 1
Toronto 4 Kansas City 3
Baltimore 7 Minnesots 2
Chicago 3 Milwaukee 1
Detroit 2 Texas 0
Nor VGA 13 Oakland 6
Mondey• Games
lAnnesota at Detrot 6 05 p in
Oakland at Cleveland 605 pm
Seattle at Nevi `fork 630 pm
Kansas City at Baltimore 635 pm
Calilonva at Boston 535 pm
Toronto at Chicago 7 05 p m
lAtivaukee at Togas 735 pm

Cardinals this year, left after
throwing 108 pitches in his five
innings.
Bagwell, who had a three-run
homer off starter Allen Watson.
said he likes the rookie's stuff.
"He's got a good fastball and a
good changcup. I'd hate to see
what happens if he develops a
curve or a cut slider.'

Philadelphia
St Loos
Montreal
Chicago
1.160burgh
Floras
New York

•Murray swims...

The Murray 9-year-old All-Stars won the Benton All-Star tournament on
Saturday.
FROM PAGE 8
The Murray stars knocked off Calvert City 15-6 in the opening game,
plating 12 runs in the second inning. Mark Chamberlain had two singles,
while Mitchell Smith, Brian Asher and Mari Oakley each doubled. Mario
round work with the team. "All
Lawrence and Smith combined for the win. In the second game, Murray - .the paperwork is -taken-care ofdefeated Benton, 8-4, as Chamberlain, Jonathan Hedgers and Josh Seaand that allowS me more time to yes all doubled and singled, and Chamberlain and Smith combined for the
coach."
-pitching duties.
Anita Folsom, president of
In the championship game, Murray defeated Benton 15-6, as Lawrence
tripled and doubled and Mari Kelleher and Brian Asher had two hits each.
the organization, said parental
Chamberlain and Lawrence did the pitching.
involvement has been a key.
The Murray stars will host a tournament this coming weekend.

imnist

bloodied and bedraggled by the
end of that day.
He then hit the skids, going
nearly two years without a win,
even longer without the sense he
could win a big one.
"When I was down and out, I
said. to myself,- 'Is it worth it?
What do you really want? Do you
want to give up the game or do
you want to fight back?"
Norman's coach, Butch Harmon, suggested revamping his
swing late in the 1991 season.
The pupil surprised both the
teacher,and himself by putting in
more work and commitment than
he had at any time since turning
professional at age 21.
"I looked at it that way and
said 1 want to get it back."
And for the moment, at least,
he has.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
WI.
58
35
54
37
49 43
45 45
43 49
18
53
29 62

Pct
548
5411
543
543
527
467
411

GS

L
Pci
61
32
656
53 60
570
49 42
538
47
44
516
48 46
511
387
57
, 36
1 33 SI
343
Sunday's Genie*
Atlanta 2 Ansiouv 0
Si Louis 7 Houston 6 11 innings
Cinonnati 5 Faxida 3
Chicago 12 Colorado ? 7 mange
Lori Angeles 2 Montreal
Philadelphia 6 San Diego 3
New York, 12 San F ranosco 6
Monday. Game*
Montreal at San Francisco 305 p In
Colorado at F Soda 6 35 p in
Chicago al Cinanna0 635 pm
Houston at Pittsburgh 635 p in
St I. WI at Atlanta 440 pm
NON voa at San Chico 905 pm
Philadelphia at Los Angeles 9 35 P

San Francisco
Allanta
Los Angeles
Houston
Cincinnes
51. 0,190
Conoredo

2
17,

Pet
GB
544
511
3
511
3
489 5
419
443 9
416 11,

GM
—
8
It
13
13,
pS
27

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING—Ogerud Toronto. 396 Gonzalez Tex
as 311 O'Neal Nee VciA .129 Hamilton Milwau
ke• 325 RHendesson Oakland 324. Lorton Clow
md 321. Heider. Boson 317
RBI—Folder. Detroit OD. Belle Cleveland 76 TA
Amon Detroit 74, Olerud. Toronto. 73. Thornaa. CA
cago. 69 GVaughn, Milwaukee 69 Gonzalez TIMIS
67
HOME RUNS--Gonzalaz Texas 25 7441410n
Detroit 25, Be% Cleveland 24. Folder Detroit 24.
Gritty, Jr Santa. 22 Palmer. Tease. 21 Thomas
Chicago 20

Pct.
GB
624
593
3
533 9 ,
500
467 14'y
418 4
319 28

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING—Galarraga, .Colorado 382 Merced
Pittsburgh. 355. KnA Philadelphia 350. Jerome
St Louis. 344. Bonds. San Francisco 343 Gwynn
San Diego, 340 *Gee, San F Ammo* 34
R131—Bonds, San Francisco 74. Daullon Phiadel
phia 68 MaWilliams. San Irand.co 86. Gaiarrega
Colorado 46, Bagwell. Houston, 63, Piazze Los
Anginas 61 Justice. Atlanta 61
HOME RUNS—Bonds San Francisco. 26 Ma11/11
larra San Francisco 22, Justice Atlanta 21 Gam.
Atlanta 20, BOttelli N•of YOfli 20 Wikins Chicago
19 Piazza Los maroon. IS Soso Chicago 18
McGnIt. San Diego 18

Jane Rogers Insurance

9-YEAR-OLD ALL-STARS

CE

'Se Ins tor all pur family i)surarta needs

•Cardinals get power:.

Murray Blue wrapped up the Benton All-Star Tournament Sunday afternoon by beating Murray Gold 16-6. Tony Ryan was the winning pitcher
with Kwen Trice picking up the save. The Blue scored nine runs in the
bottom of the fourth to break the game open. Chase Wallace led the Blue
team by going 3-for-3 with 3 RBIs. Drew Henry, Brady Harris, Chris Felts
and Patrick Grew each went 2-for-3 with 2 RBIs. Ryan, Jeremy Bolls,
Trice, Josh Garland and Jason Haley all went 1 -for-3. For the Gold, every
member of the team had at least one hit in the tournament: Aaron Cowan
and Brandon Williams, five hits; Charles Scott, four hits; Derek McCallum,
three hits; and John Kopperud, Zach Lovett and Kory Cunningham, two
hits. Players with one hit were: Brad Thurmond, Michael Friend, Rodney
Emerson, William Vince, and Chad Canerdy.
The two teams played in the finals of the winner's bracket on Saturday,
with the Blue winning 10-3. Trice was the winning pitcher.
• Both teams open up play in the Murray 10-year-old All-Star Tournament tonight at the old city park. Murray Gold meets Mayfield at 6 p.m.,
followed by the Blue versus Benton at 8 p.m.
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screw

Norman and Faldo, ranked
Nos. 1 and 2 in the world, shared
the lead and played in the last
twosome on the Old Course, a
head-to-head meeting of the two
best players in the 'world.
Faldo destroyed him, 67-76.
Norman went into a two-year
decline, winning nothing at all.
His game was in tatters, and so
was his confidence.

Of course, the driving force
behind the team is the talented
group of swimmers.
"Our swimmers are very
smart," Wathcn said. "It's easy
to teach them because they are
so intelligent. I brought in a lot
of new tricks and skills and
they picked them up very
quickly."
On Saturday, Marion had
little chance against MCCST.
Murray swimmers bested seven
pool records.
Madelaine Philpot, Jennie
Jones, Elizabeth Johnson. and
Amy Norsworthy swam a
2:10.54 in the breaststroke relay
and a 1:57.83 in -the butterfly.
In the upper division, Denise
Moore, Sarah McNeary, Heather Jcdan and Megan Malinauskas established a 3:03.13 in the
200-meter breaststroke relay
and a 2:45.77 in the 2(X) butterfly relay.
For the male division, the 10
and under team of Joey Clark,
Jared Sammons, Bryan Hughes

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

and Brandon Kellic set new
records in three events: backstroke relay (1:34.39), breasts- troke relay (I:46.40), and,-but-:terfly relay at. 1:39.01.
Other relay teams achieving
first-place finishes were: Adam
Folsom, Aldan Schmc,ckpeper,
Chad Culp, Nicholas Warner
and Larkin Philpot, 8 and under
boys.
Alice Hunt, Kristen Walk,
Tabitha Paschall and Chelsee
Thompson, 10 and under girls.
Brooke Brittain, Jessica Smith,
Crystal Thompson and Amy
Meloan, 12 and under girls.
Brian_ Blankenship, Drew
Thompson, Nathan Hughes and
Brandon Kellic, 12 and under
boys. Ashley Burgess, Karen
Green, Amy Burgess and Katie,
McNeary, 14 and under girls.
lace Rabe, jayson Brittain,
Justin Paschall, Ryan Domescik, Sam Green and Peter Johnson, upper division boys.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
.
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A $3304 Price Reduction
Only the price is lower. The same high quality that
was ranked in the Top Ten for Initial Quality**
by J.D. Power & Associates is the same.

Tr.
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Includes 'All This!

0

NO points
NO fees
NO closing costs
NO kidding!

taIs
Cars

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank

Act now! When these cars are gone — so's the Offer!

12th & Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky
759-1630

"You Will Be Satisfied"

Barry Thaxton
Kent Rohrer

roma

ales
Affiliated with the Kentucky owned. statewide Republit group of hanks and financial,errice companies

Member FDIC

Bagdad•SentonellowlingGreen•Elizabethlown•Frankfort•Lemngton%loutsville•Mayheld•Murray•Qwensboro•Paclucah•Shelbyvine

•

•

7

Standard Equipment: • 4.6L SEA V-ti Engine • Automatic Overdrive Transmission
• Speed Sensitive Power Steering • Driver Side Air Bag (SRS)
• Air Conditioning • AM/FM Stereo • Tilt Steering Column
• Power Windows • Digital Clock • Clearcoat Paint
Package 111V Equipment: • Power Lock Group • Speed Control
• Illuminated Entry System • Rear Window Defroster • Carpeted Floor Mats

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St.
Murray
1502173-5273
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4.n Off
Winston
Kix>, Ma rlboro
pest Value - GPQ
Kings $7.52
100s $7.80

arton

40° Off Per

Pack
-Marlboro
Winston
MAO ONerliso LaN)

OPEN 24 HOURS

Doral

Cambridge

Come in and
check our
other specials!

SURGEON GE NE RALI WARNING:Owning Smiling
Nov 00•1111V Reduces Setiou. Rails io Your WNW.

MART

USA

811 8 cantors, Murray • 753-7333

MURIA° 208 E. Main
SUPPLY COMPANY 753-3361
Inc.

July 19-31

40%0FF
list price
on selected

Delta Satin Brass
and Antique Brass
(In Stock Models Only)

VACATION
BIBLE SCHOOL
-

July 19-23
6:00-8:30 p.m.

Westside Baptist
Church
300 S. Johnny Robertson Rd.
Murray, Sy. 42071
For More Information
Call 753-8240

&Carry-Out
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••••.a.

All-You-Can-Eat r"All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffet Pizza & Pasta Buffet

2 for $599 2
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gcod thru 7/2W Not goad
er,th any other specal

MADISONVILLE., Ky. (AP) - A Webster County teen-ager
who was seriously injured in an oil-tank explosion that killed four
others says he made himself ignore his pain and find help for the
other victims.
Michael Ashcraft, 17, of Slaughters, said when he arrived for a
party on the night of July 2 in a remote wheat field near Dixon he
briefly joined some friends sitting atop the 210-barrel storage tank.
"I was only on it for a minute," he told The Evansville Courier
in an interview Friday from his hospital room at the Regional Medical Center in Madisonville. "I didn't like being up there. It just
didn't seem right."
So he climbed down. A few others took his lead and followed
him down the ladder of the 15-foot-tall tank.
"I was walking away from it, and then I saw flames come out of
it," Ashcraft said. "And a few seconds later the whole thing blew
up.
"The explosion didn't actually throw me. But the oil got on me
and started burning. I stopped, dropped and rolled to try and get the
fire out."
Investigators said the blast, triggered by a cigarette, sent the tank
high into the air and was felt seven miles away. The tank's charred
remains were found several hundred feet from where it had stood.
"I caught just a glimpse of it, with fire coming out the bottom of
said Ashcraft, who was among five teen-agers who were seriously injured. "I don't think anybody had any time to react."
Ashcraft, who, will be a senior at Webster County High School
this coming school year. recalled his struggle to find help.
"It was up to me," he said. "1 went and got into (one of the
victim's cars) and drove to a woman's house for help. I didn't want
what had happened to sink in because I didn't want to go into
shock."
Ashcraft's mother drove him to the hospital, while paramedics
worked over the other victims.
Ashcraft, who is in fair condition at the hospital, has received
two small skin grafts. He said he copes by trying to put it all out of
his mind.
"I just don't think people ought to be playing around stuff like
that (oil-storage tank), especially when they don't know nothing
about it. We weren't aware of the danger," he said.
Gordon Dees and Terry Melton, both 17 and of Dixon, are listed
in serious but stable condition at Regional Medical Center.
Melissa Smith, 17, of Clay, remains in critical condition in the
burn unit at University of Louisville Hospital. Roger Burton, 16, of
Wheatcroft, is listed in critical condition in the burn unit at Vanderbilt University Hospital in Nashville, Tenn.
Killed in the blast were Angelique Memet, 15, of Sebrec; Lisa
Grisham, 15, of Clay; Luke Dewayne Teague, 15, of Dixon; and
Josh Reed, 16, of Slaughters.

Scientists say ocean
is key to forecasting

Nursery - 6th Grade
Commencement Service Sunday Night
July 25th at 6:00 p.m.

99
6
for $

FALMOUTH, Mass. (AP) Scientists arc taking water temperatures in the middle of the
Pacific Ocean to help predict the
weather for the Midwest.
In the biggest scientific study
of the ocean ever attempted,
researchers are methodically
surveying sea conditions they say
can signal droughts, floods, rainy
summers, snowy winters and
other weather decades in
advance.
"The economic ramifications
are mind-boggling," said John
Toole, a researcher on the World
Ocean Circulation Experiment
and a scientist at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution. "We
could tell you when oranges
might freeze and heating oil is
used up. We could tell you when
there might be floods. It's an
exciting topic because it has so
much relevance to people."
More than half of all the solar
energy that reaches Earth stays in
the ocean. Some of it is stored
and moved around by currents,
influencing wind, temperature
and rainfall. Western Europe is
warmed by currents from the
tropics, for example.
"A patch of hot air will go
away," Toole said. "A patch of
warm water will affect the atmosphere for a long time."
Yet much of the movement of
the oceans outside shipping lanes
is unknown.
The seven-year ocean climate
project, now near its halfway
point, is monitoring temperature,
salinity and chemicals that can be
used to trace the origins of-cur-
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The bidding headed into the
stratosphere very quickly at both tables. When the United States held
the North-South cards at table one,
Dorothy Hayden opened with a forcing two club bid and West, Jackie
Begin, jumped to five hearts in an
effort to deprive North-South of bidding space.
Emma Jean Hawes, impressed

with her high-eard values opposite a
forcing two-bid. cuebid hearts to in
dicate interest in either a small
grand slam. Hayden obliged by leap
ing to seven spades, which became
the final contract. (Seven notrump
would have been safer,looking at al.
four hands. hut Hayden couldn't tell
whether six hearts indicated a void
in hearts or the ace.) West led
diamondand declarer took the obvi
ous 13 tricks for a score of 1.51('
points.
At the second table, with Canada
now North-South, the bidding went
South West
North East
6•
2
l'ass
Pass
6+
I'asS
Pass
West, Herm ine Baron, leaped It
six hearts over two clubs, posing lir
extremely difficult problem for hot)
opponents. North made a forcing pass
and South bid six spades instead 0.
seven.
rkubly_this_xontruct-wcnt
down four! Mrs..Baron chose Liu,
deuee-of hcartiion hor openiniph^t
and East, RhOda Walsh, ruffed ant;
returned a club in accordance with
her partner's suit-preference signal
Declarer went up with the ace. ex
pecting to win the rest of the tricks
but West ruffed and led another heart
foif East to ruff. East then played th.
king and another club', and South
found herself down four for a team
-loss of 1310 points.

Tomorrow: Accentuating the negative

Horoscopes
TUESDAY,KU 20, 1993
Ov,ii
based 011
lit on
(For your personalized daily ,leane
date of birth, call 1-900-9)48-7788. Your phone company will WI s lig OS
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN 'I'VE Deferring lo the wishes ot soup
NEXT YEAR OF YO1 R LIFE: loved-ones tonight wins von praise.
V 1(i4) I
-Sept. 224.- MetIndependence is mcn-e important
Po•t'II.11Ik
than ever! Shake off the shackles confidence :sou hasc
that have hound you to work .vou do in your trusted .advisets i 110I IIII•
not enjoy. The financial- outlook is placed. Accept a rill-1441er that has
Nt business
promising. The developMent of a long-range
close relationship will give yin' a meetines. bc the last tii.speak.
LIBRA (Sept.. 2; ikt 22 %
new inner strength. A friendship
will he renewed. In December. partner's ithoine redist es out
socialize with people who can help tin:mei:it worries. Putting in a little
advance your career or business. overtime could prose lueratise...\
Travel brings good luck in early reunion w ith an old toend inspires
thoughts oil romance-Be t
1994.
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EXAMINATION

DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

tN

12" Medium

DEFuRvEEER y

North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
+ 53
IP A6
• K J 10 7
4Q96 32
EAST
WEST
+862
+ 109
V -QJ 108754 32
+98632
+ 54
4KJ1074
SOUTH
+ AKQJ74
✓ K9
•A Q
4 A 85
The bidding
South West
North East
5V
2+
Pass
Pass
7•
Pass
6
Opening lead -five of diamonds.
This dramatic deal occurred in
the 1968 World Women's Olympiad
team championship in the match
between Canada and the United
._

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
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rents. Thousands of moored and
drifting instruments are beaming
measurements to satellites or
research ships. Even commercial
cargo ships have volunteered ..to
take samples while at sea.
•
"The most compelling reason
for operational oceanography is
the need to predict climate fluctuations," said Sam Philander,
director of the atmospheric and
oceanic sciences program at Princeton University.
Scientists have evidence
already that the oceans can foretell conditions like the heavy
rains in the Midwest and heat
wave in the East this summer.
They predicted months in
advance that El Nino conditions
would develop in the Pacific
Ocean last year and in 1987. El
Nino is caused by a warm current
that flows unusually far south
when certain conditions coincide,
disrupting weather patterns coastto-coast in North America.
There are limitations to the
information that can be siphoned
from the seas. Scientists expect
they could predict the severity of
a certain winter, but not whether
it will snow on a particular day,
for instance.
But temperature measurements
in the Pacific could help predict
floods like those now ravaging
the Midwest, for example.
Warned in advance of a likely
drought, authorities could introduce water rationing in advance.
"The ocean is the key," said
Toole. "We're just at the
beginning."

Famous Hand

FREE

$30

•
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Teen-ager recounts
horror of tank explosion

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13
14
15
16

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE
It you want more care and treatment,
we do all the papehvork

FREE.

1,./SE TO PAY.CANCEt PAYMENT OR BE
- ENT HAS A RIGHT TO
C•SCLANE R OUR OFc((POlCY PROTECTS YOU 'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RE SPONSISILE FOR PAYM
72 HOURS OF RESPONOING TO THE
RE,A4BuRSED FOR ijAYNENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. E XAM NATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT'

1
A

FREE
DELIVERY!

I CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

Murray

$30

••
••• 111

VALUE
•
me mo

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
gem mmi
elm mmi 11.1 Ems mm 11.1
sm.
Imo
imp
gm

759-1116
MISS MEM BM MMIS

CALL NOW
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU
mom mom mom mom mom mem mom
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Classified
Deadlines are 2 days in advanc• and are as follows
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
t11- \ •
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Thank.
of
Card
In Memory
. Lost & Found

....

190
370
390
400
550

540

For Trade

090

Situation Wanted

560

Prow Column

100

Business Opportunity
C70

Wanted

070

.....

110 .....
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Instruction
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:
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Public

410 .

tegid
Notice

1-10eld
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470
480
485
490
495
SOO
510
520

Personale

Bids must be sealed and delivered to
reach the Housing Authority office, located
at 716 Nash Drive, Murray, KY 42071, by
2:00 p.m.,July 22,at which time the formal
bid opening will be conducted.
The Housing Authority reserves the
right to reject any and all bids,ifdeemed to
be in the best interest of the Housing
Authority.

I

MEET 100's of nice singles
Down Home Singles, Box
323 ML, Rogersville, TN
37857 615-235-5000
SPOUSE Abuse Hotline
759 4050 A United Way
Agency

FOUND Blonde Cocks
Spaniel in Forrest Coleman
Rd area 753 7311
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CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy, For tree information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"•ae iocal dawn serv,ce"

‘'CR Service

Nintendo Repair

Ward-Elkins
753-1713
AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
mane hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 81 1 9,
Tues
1-800-649-3804

,.1 Nrit:
..Vt.f

0111 AskIllt!

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
..

—
Locations Coast to Coast

AVON sales Be happy
Earn $8 $10hr Part time
no inventory investment
Free samples product kit,
training 1 800 690 AVON
DO you need a GED7 Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career-) We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This protect is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Council JTPA
DRIVERS NEEDED Both
experienced & inexperienced FREE TRAINING
for inexperienced drivers if
you qualify Call today for
futute
your
1-800-877 8180

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
11111Ille• to
nod. 11cocl
nso 411 \trU
.1 tin-m.1;d
loosis •tIlt

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

PUBLIC NOTICE
In compliance with the Kentucky Department of Environmental Protection and
under.the provisions of 401 KAR 8:070,
LAKEWAY SHORES UTILITY ASSOCIATION advises its members of its failure to
comply with monitoring requirements established by 401 KAR 8:010 through 401
KAR 8:700.
The violation occurred when the ASSOCIATION'S CONTRACTOR failed to submit bacteriological samples of its water
supply on time during the month of April
1992. The required water samples were
submitted to McCoy and McCoy Laboratories of Madisonville, Kentucky who failed
to transmit their report and samples to the
Department of Environmental Protection
on time. Utility members do not need to take
corrective action on their drinking water at
this time. All subsequent water samples

have been submitted on time and have met
the state standards for potability.
Utility members may contact Robert
Aikin, 436-2328 for further details in this
matter.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for

FREE
?at ment

MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
'TogtAvailable kemium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A. or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
PUN

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

\I
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Mobile Humes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

305

For Sale Or Lease

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

Rooms For Rent

440

.

5IERCIL5N131•1Computers
For Sale Or Trade
130
..Want To Bey
140
Articles For Sate
150 .
Appliances
155
Home Furnishings
160 .....
..Antiques
165
170 ...........Vacuum Cleaners
180 ........... . Sev ng Machines
Heavy Equipment
195
200
Sports Equipment
210 ...
.. Firewood
220
Musical
240
. Miscellaneous
2C0
TV & Radio
Pets & SuppIies

Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale

Houses For Rent
• For Rent or Lease

liwneis For

1
,
41

Stile

Executive
Secretary
Position
Competitive salary
and benefits. Knowledge of Lotus and
Excel required. College degree a plus.
Must possess excel-

lent communication
skills. Send resume
to:
Personnel Director
P.O. Box 730
Murray, KY 42071

EXPERIENCED waitress
wanted Apply in person
after 1pm at Hungry Bear
Restaurant
FIELD Director High income potential 27yr old
tewelry manufacturing firm
Must be able to manage
(214) 387-3919
FULL time experienced
cook, country cooking
Hours 5-1 and 1-9 Apply at
Ann's Country Kitchen,
Hazel, Ky
LEAD pressman for small
printshop in Murray Must
have experience on
presses up to 29" Additional knowledge helpful
Call 502-753-8802 and ask
for Marc
LICENSED cosmetologist,
full time at Neon Beach
Tanning Salon Be your
own boss, set your own
hours Call 753-7275
LOCAL business office
seeks motivated individual
with excellent communication skills for Medicare billing position Strong Medicare billing skjlIs required
Duties include Medicare
and secondary billing, follow up and data entry Medical office experience preferred If you desire a challenging position with
excellent company benefits, send resume to PO Box
29. Murray, KY 42071
NANNY Connecticut family with 2 children under 3
seeks lively nanny for one
year Join us on our family
vacations Very -private
Stacie
room/bath
800 755-4523

$500 Column Inch
Display Ads
4041 Discount bril RDA.
6015 Discount 3rd Run
iAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
SI 75 per wham inch ears far Needs" Shop
pri Cattle

Reader Ads:

-120

25e per word $5 00 minimum 1st
lay. Se per word per day fur each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper('Lies. Classifieds
oro into Shopping Guide , $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

280
Mobil*
Homes For Rent '

Halp'
Wanted

LOST purse at Murray Air
port 759 1720

nol mi.
111,0 ha,

10

060

025

•

IsItl 1

Mobile Hornes For Rent

280 ..

310
IKAINSPOR I A I 10\
Motorcycles 320
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars 330
Vans
Used Trucks 340
Campers
Boats & Motors 360

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545

The Housing Authority of Murray will
receive bids on used refrigerators, ranges,
and a few miscellaneous items,on an as-is/
where-is basis.

‘I

300

Notice

INVITATION TO BID

10

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

020

010

Items may be seen at 400 Ash Street,
Murray,on July 22,1993 between 8:30 a.m.
and 12:00 noon.

1 %our

Sale

.. Help Wanted
Domestic ai Childcare

060 .....

230
250
290
530

111ISCELLANEOCti

EMPLOYMENT

in, leaped ti
S. posing ar
lem for botl
forcing pass
11 instead o.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
SF Mit F s

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Fled & Seed
......

Display Ads
Advertisers are requested to check the
firit insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect ineer•
tion. Any error should be reported
immediately so oirreetions can be
made

753-1916

IF '0(511- Its NIAlthl-.I

1\ Not NO I.

010 .
020 .
025
030
040
050

Classified Ad Hates
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TO PLACE AN AD CALL
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EMERSON 8000E 2 disc
computer fully IBM
drve
TRAIN FOR
PC.XT compatability High
JOB
HIGH-TECH
speed 10MHz CPU MS
DOS 3 3 inch ROM mem
OPPORTUNITIES
include monochrome
ory
ARMY.
THE
IN
_ monitor Epson T 1000 ac
satbot—dip
high
A
too° printer and profesloins can only take you
sional write and quattro
so far in the working
spread sheet programs
world high-tech trainExcellent for college stu
ing in the Arrny can help
dent, excellent condition
further
lot
a
you
take
$600 Must sell 759 1547
Today's Army is on
PC service & training at
the leading edge of
your location Reasonable
high-tech career upper
rates No service call
tuniues in the most socharge in Murray Mayfield
phisticated technologies
area Color printers from
Ilere arepot a few exam
$22997. Call Hawkins Re
ples of over 50 high-tech
search today for appoint
specialties offered'
ment Calloway Co
-Communications
753-7001, Graves C-o
Electnancs
247-9257
-Automatic Data
Communications
110
Waal
•DignaL_
To Buy
Communications
-Tactical Satellite
Microwave Systems

200 AMP service pole for
trailer 753 7975

-Avionics

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

-Computers
So. if you want more
than a high school-diploma. find out about the
high-tech opportunities
available in the Army.
See your local Army Re
Mater today.

CALL COLLECT
901-644-9021
ARMY.
BE ALL WI. CAN
NURSES Aide PRN train
on all shifts & work as
needed not a full time posi
bon Must be flexible have
own transportation Pleasant atmosphere Apply in
person Fern Terrace
Lodge 1505 Stadium View
Dr, Murray EOE
SERVICE Master is accepting applications for
work in Murray area Apply
at 734 So 6th Paducah or
call 443-8146

Attention Murray!

▪ POSTAL JOBS"
Start $11 41/hr -.benefits
For application & info ,call
14216)-324-6228 7a m to
10 pm , 7 days
SERVICE person needed
for local established Mobile
Home Dealer Experienced
in electrical and plumbing
Top wages & benefits
Apply in person at Gateway
Mobile Homes, HWY 68,
Benton, Ky
WANTED barmaids wad
resses & dancers. $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris, Tn
901-642-4297 7pm-2am
Expenenced meat cutter and meat wrapper
needed Apply in person

Owen Food Market
1407 Main St.

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
2th
Goods 519 S
Murray
PORTABLE building sAit
able for office 474 8891
STANDING timber. top dui
lar paid 753-9808

Articles
For Sala
1917 BRUNSWICK poo
table needs restoring Asking $500 Call Break Time
Billiards 759-9303
ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Rutfts See and_Sow
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753 6981
AMANA 220V at Whirl
pool energy saver 110V
TV antenna 753 8884
f3OGARD trucking arid ex
cavatmg Inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
BROYHILL sofa $75 Admiral refrigerator $125
753 5126
JOHN Deere riding mower.
8hp 30" cut, excellent condition $850 Call 759-9311
after 6om
WOOD burning stove in
sert good condition
753-4471

with
JUST Arrived' New ship- 1958 FORD Model600
1963 Ford
ment of 16" & 16 5" Blem new bushhog
bushhog
light truck tees All tread 601 with new
condition
excellent
in
Both
patterns $65 ea plus tax
0509 or 759 9898
Mounted balanced & put 753
on Warehouse Tire, 400 1 ROW New Idea corn
Industrial Rd 753 1111
picker. excellent condition.
0610
JUST arrived, Shipment of $1600 753
XP2000 General W L 1st
line tees at a low, low price
175 70 13 $45 Ware
house Tire, 400 Industrial
Ky
Road. Murray
STEEPLETON pool table
753 1111
$1500 Marcy weight ma
METAL for farm & commercial buildings Galvanized.
C,alvalume and painted in
I and 52 grade Choice of
10 colors Call 489 2722 or
489 2724 for prices
SLEEPER sofa, great conditibri $100 • Dresser ve
mirror, 6 drawers. white
$90 Yamaha keyboard
pss 170 wadaptor $75
753 8475 after 4 30 or
leave message

155
Appliances
ENTERPRISE stove, 36
wide white $125 Fridigdare refrigerator with ice
maker, white, 21 cu ft
$125 Both perfect working
condition 435 4004 after 6
Pm
KENMORE washer &
ciryer, heavy duty, deluxe
$400 753 3908

Home
FUTIstingte

BEDROOM set good con
(lotion 436-2743
HUTCH/server & refrigerator. excellent condition,
$300/ea Large microwave
$75 7538562
USED furniture. -looks Tike
Call Debbie
new
759 4613
VIRGINIA House oak table
with drop leaves, deacon's
bench and 2 chairs, excellent condition, $200 Phone
753-9976
WICKER glass top dining
table.-42-sq round top with
4 chairs. $200 436 5353

THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave
759-9940
Clean Used F ofnaure. Ap
pliances, and kAsc Items
Use Our layaway Plan
We buy furniture

H IC HENRY COUNTY
M C MEDICAL CENTER
Home Health Service
has positions open for:

FULL-TIME RN
FULL-TIME OFFICE CLERK
Excellent benefits package. For further
information, contact Debbie Sanders,
RN, Director, at 642-7600. EOE

070
Desseetic
Childcare
WILL do house cleaning
Call Jean 474-2131 nights
WILL do home health personal care Nights only
Call after 6pm or leave
message 753-4590
090
Position
Wanted
SEWING lobs wanted, in
cluding formal wear
753 1061

Inn
Business
OppoilunAy
MULTI MILLION DOLLAR
Company needs independent distributors in this
area. Be your own boss
Set your own pm) scale
502-345-2507

Classified

• • NOTICE • •

Help Wanted
Due to expansion into this area, we have
Applicants
full-time positions available
must:
be neat in appearance
• have strong work ethics
• have valid drivers license
• be age 18 yr Of older
have no felony record
• be high school graduate or
equivalent
Those selected will have excellent adWe offer
vancement opportunity
• Comprehensive training
• Workong conditions (9 5 weekdays)
• Excellent pay & retirement plan

Please call Monday & Tuesday between 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. to schedule your interview. Call 247-3700.
ask for Mr. Meier. All interviews will be conducted
at the Mayfield Holiday Inn. Sorry, no telephone
interviews

2BR refrigerator & stove
$250,mo $200 deposit
New Concord Pets wel
come 436 5025
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

2BR apt near campus No
pets 753 5980
NEW. large 3br duplex in
quite wooded area Avail
able August $650 mo No
pets 1yr lease 753 4573

NOW taking applications
- for Section 8 low rent hous
mg Apply in person at
290
-Southside Manor 906
Heating
Broad St Extended, be
And Cooling
hveen 8am 12noon No
NEW condition 7, ton phone calls please Equal
Trane heat 8 air unit Will Housing Opportunity
accept bids 753 1300 af
chine $1000 753 7976
TAKING applications for
ter 7pm 489 2116
section 8 rent subsidized
WEIGHT equipment "Bru
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bed •
tus Triad Oly" set with
rooms, handicap accessi
300Ibs of plates, curl bar -8
bki Equal Housing Oppor
attachments 'Solo flex'
tunity Apply Hilldale Aptsr
type exercise Unit All in
good condition $500 obo 4 CAR garage 753 409 Hardin, Ky or call
50243741_13
Call 753-3868 or 436 6099 FOR Rent Business Retail
VERY spacious 2bi 2 bath
or Office Space in S Side
duplex Northwood Drve
210
Shopping- Center
appliances fur iished coiC
753 4509_or 753_6612
—UT & ga—s-h6aF$475 r
Firewood
1 month deposit 1 yr tease
A FIREWOOD for sale
No pets 753 2905
437 4667
Apartments
For Rent
1.2,3 4BR apts furnished:
very nice some with
washer & dryer near MSU
PIANO for sale Like new No pets Also room for rent
Console Piano Will finance 753 6111, 753 1252 days
with good credit and small 7530606 after 5pm
down payment Can be
seen locally Call (800) 1BR & studio apt available.
appliances furnished Cole
6.35 7611
man RE 753 9898
PIANO tuning John
I OR 2br apts near down
GotMcnalk, 753-9600
town Murray 753 4109

NEAR MSU. kitchen Irving
room provilegii..
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

1004 MAIN Large house
2br. appliances, carpeting
20
2BR apt, large rooms, very central ha. $360 mo $3(X)
No pets
near MSU for up to 4 stu -deposit
Illecefianeous
dents washer, dryer. 759 1265
stove. refrirrator turn
YAMAHA
Motto
home. 8 miles SF of
Coleman RE 2BR
4 100 Champ. $995 Re 'shed
Murray -No pets Rot'',
9898
753
leigh Quicksilver bicycle,
awes tti deposit required
$50 Antique mahogany
492 8594
drop leaf table 753 4445 2BR duplex. central h'a
3BR convenient location
appliances furnishe:-.I.
No pets
Available now in Westwood' $500imo
250
Subdivision Coleman RE • 753 3293
Business
753-9898
Services
--513F2--bath-$490-eie- pies2br. 2 bath deposit 753 0095
EXECUTIVE
K T I and Associates offer
garage
ing a full line of investigative duplex with center
4 or 5br housie
& LARGE
window
bay
room
utility
services Bel Air Center
$400/mo plus deposit
August 1
Available
more
753-3868 or 436 6099
474 8222
$500 per month plus depo
sit No pets 759 4586
REDECORATED ofitufri
ished-isouse 2br 1 bath
Mobile
FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br
garage garden area near
Horns, For Sale
No pets Zimmerman
Murray No puts $375 too
Apartments 753 6609
12x45 NEW paint carpet.
deposit Lease Refer underpinning, good condi- FURNISHED lbr apt ences 753 7551
tion, $3495 _ 753 0021
$265 mc $265 deposit El
VERY Ipacious house for
ficiency apt 2'. blocks from
14x52 FLEETWOOD 2br
rent liar, "1 bath, stove
MSU $• 75,mo. $175 de
refrigerator furnished
plus appliances gas heat.
posit Call 753-7953
$300imo 1 ma deposit tyr
c/a Asking $8500 Call
753 4827 after 5pm
MUR CAL Apartments now lease 753 2905
accepting applications for
partially
14x72 2BR,2 bath
1, 2 and 3br apartments
furnished, front 8 back
Phone 759 4984 Equal
deck, storage building in
Housing Opportunity
duded 753-3164
NEAR Campus for two col
CREEKVIEW Self storage
1981 14x65 MASCOT,
legs students $125 each warehouses on Center
completely set up 3br, 2
per month Call 753 9564
Drive behind Shoney s
bath, central air, natural
Bam to 4pm
$20 240/mo 759 40111
gas heat, masonite
shingle roof, city water, NEAR campus tor three NORTHWOOD Storage
cable Can be moved or college students. $150 presently has units avail
rent 2 acre lot North of oac jler month Call able 753 2905 for more
Murray $11.500 obo Call 753 9564 Ram tc 4pm
information
753-7684 leave message
1982 HILLCREST, 14x70,
3br Contact Bank Of Murray, 753-1893, Collections
Dept
1988 16x80 MOBILE home
2br, 2 bath central his Sell
for pay off 759-4065
1993 FLEETWOOD 14x50
2br. 1 bath Need to sell
$10500 759 1788
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027
SAVE Save Saver One of
the area's largest selection
of manufactured homes
Every home is quality built
8 energy efficient Dinkins
Mobile Homes Inc Hwy
TN
Paris
79E
1 800 642 4891
TWO trailers 2br 12x55
needs repair $1500 2 or
3br 12x65 1978 Cayon
Crest recently redecor
ated underpinning $4500
436 5032 or 753 7861

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR appliances & water
furnished Available now
FirV1018 Courts Coleman
RE 753 9898

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggressive individuol
with anadvertising and sales background
Candidate must possessstrong commurii cation skills with experience in advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferted.
Salary plus commission. welter it (:
pony benefits. EOE. Send resume 1,_,
Murray Ledger & Times.Box 1040A. Mono.
KY 42071

REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase District Health Depart
ment seeks applicants for full, part-time and
PRN registered. nurse vacancies in the
Home Health Agency A register of applicants is being established to fill current
vacancies in Carlisle and Calloway Counties
as well as upcoming vacancies due to expan sion in other countries. Part-time and PRN
positions could develop into full time. Ken
tucky nurses license required. Salary based

on education and experie,nce. Contact
Jeanetta Berry,R.N.,Home Health Nursing
Adrhinistrator, Purchase District Health
Department, at(502)444-9625. Transcripts
and completed application required.

Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Lies
Fee Si.

ARABIAN horses for sate
fegistered 4362528

AKC Cori* pups Lassie
type 753 8974
AKC chocolate Lab fe
male age 1,, years $150
Also AKC yellow Lab pup
pies males $150 females
5125 Call 753 5211
AKC German Sheperd
7wri.s old breed for
temperment 8 obedience
quality 1' 901 644 0315
HAVE an obedient, safe
pog for snow or home
Glasses or pnvate lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEGS Dog Grooming
753 2915

NG 6,4i

Open

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
Dog Grooming

12 ACRES in the Penny
area Call 489 2768 or
439-2161 dew 7pm

BUILDING lots in subckvi
Sian with NETNIERCI restrictions
(no mobile homes) Some
13 PARTIALLY wooded wooded, Southwest School
acres with nice barn only 3 District natural gas city
ms from town aty water water, cablevosion 3 3
available Just reduced' miles from city limits Fi
Call Kopperud Realty nanang evadable Lots as
753-1222 MLS 113487 & low as usoo 753-5841 or
753-1566
MLS 83486

45 ACRES located between Murray & Kentucky
Lake in area of attractive
homes & farms Platted &
recorded for subdivision
sales Newly paved road
through property Reduced
for quick sale Builders
check on this Call Kopperud Realty 753-1222
MLS $3840
FAMILY with children mak
ing professional move to
MSU/Murray -Calloway
County area desires a
lease or lease/purchase for
3 or 4br, 14 or 2 bathroom
house Prefer upstairs or
basement for office space
City. county or lake area
considered Contact
501-935-1449.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

All Breeds All Sizes
_thside Shopping Ctr

759-1768

Forms
For Saki
UP to 225 acres at Coldwa
ter 753 1300 after 7pm
489 2116

1975 CHEVY truck, swb
stepside new motor 350 &
350 turbo trans Call
759-4805 after 5prn
1989 FORD Ranger XLT
Iwb loaded 33 XXX miles
753-7724, 753-5303
1991 NISSAN white with
burgundy interior, 5sp
stereo/cassette, a/c,
19,XXX miles, $7800 Call
759-9534 evenings
510
C.ampeee
1985 SPARTAN 32h Ideal
or full time rv or college
student 759-4414

3BR 2 bath brick 1380sq
ft, 3yrs old, $72,000 Phone
for appointment 753-3293
38R brick 2 bath with new
carpet paint & kitchen on
quiet street Beautiful landscaping with 24 car garage Owner must sacrifice
to low $70's fqr quick sale
Phone 753-5211
4BR,24 bath, DR, LA, FR,
fireplace, fenced yard,
good neighborhood, very
nice $97,500 759-4697

1988 MALLARD Sprinter
mini home, 20h Chevy
Chassis. self-contained,
28,XXX miles Priced
$17,500 753-1376 after
5Pm

14FT Aluma Craft Semi V
15hp Johnson motor, troll
ing motor, battery, heavy
duty trailer $1300 obo in 30
days 753-5694

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Futrell
Farms

753-8848

Farmers Livestock Company

Every Wednesday at 1:30 p.m.
All cattle weighed when unloaded
Call if you need help trucking - trailers
available/

Hogs bought Mon., Tues., Thurs.,
Sat., 7:30 a.m.-12 Noon
Horse Sale 1st Sat. night
of each month.
Days 247-1382
nights Howard Rose 376-2092
Joel Nesler - 247-7883
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A (ESTATE AUCTION))
THURSDAY, JULY 22,1993
5:00 P.M. - RAIN OR SHINE

MR. ROY E. BARLOW: DECEASED
314 WEST 7TH ST, BENTON, KY
3 BLOCKS WEST OF MAIN STREET
AIM
Ti 0

0
REAL ESTATE GOES ON THE AUCTPON KOCK AT 6:00 P.M.!!

2 BEDROOM BRICK WITH CARPORT
WALKING DISTANCE OF CITY CONVENIENCES
Id New Energy Saving Thermal Windows
kr Recent New Roof
•Natural Gas Central Heat
kr Very Nice Spacious Rooms
•Comfortable Kitchen w/Many Cabinets
•Large Closets And Utility Area
r ALSO A SEPARATE ONE BEDROOM UnCIENCY APARTMENT NOME
ALL SELLING AS ONE PARCEL

A

$S 000 00 DOWN. BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!!

A

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
3 Pc kiiale Bedroom Suite • Couch • Enci Table • COW Table'
Side Cnairs • Color Portable N • °Laser Console Color Tv •
Fr gida,re Refrigerator *nos Maker • Frigidaire Eiectnc Range •
ovn,ripoo Electric Range • Uonght Freerix • Cnest Freeror •
Sears washer 8 Dryer • Several Nice Owns•lamps• Pots Paris
g Household kgsoenerwous. Craftsman Self Propelled walk
Ben.n.i Mower•Craftsman Weed Eater • Wheel Barrow • Handymar Arid Yard Too1S
1986 Dodge Aries SE 4 Door X Car
Ares 16' Fiberglass Baas Boat ivt
,rienton Trader Eouved ar 115
Hp Johnson Motor *Tower Tid, Trolling Motor. Aeraled live WO
Aid Rige Pump

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALEI

AUCTION STARTS AT 5:00 P.M. SHARP!!

JAMES R. CASH
[
fc, AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE PrIOKEN
502-523-Sees — FANCY FARM
-THE SELLING MACHINE

c
-

J

1974 MAVERICK good
second car, $500
753-8085
1980 OLDSMOBILE Cut
less 753-6936

CHILI Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
Chimney Cap6 and screens
435 4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulfts Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service Call Gary at
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems 354 8161 after 4pm
DRYWALL finishing repairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 753 4761
ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric,
Inc Service, sales and in
stallation (502) 435-4699.
435-4327
EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing, new construction.
additions, blown ceilings
436 2060

BARKLEY Lake, Canton
area New country style
vinyl siding home on 3
acres with wrap around 1 A
A-1 Hauling, tree trimfront porch 3 or 4br, 2 bath,
RE'MAX Properties Ltd
ming, tree removal, cleanOle 8 carpeted floors, super
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
ing out sheds, attics, & odd
insulated & priced to sell at
HOME grown tomatoes Bel -Air
Center
jobs. Free estimates
Twin
Lakes
Real
$65,500
50'lb from 10am 6pm, 502 • 753 -SOLD,
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Estate 753-0563
1306 Sycamore 753 1794
1800-369-5780
Al IA all around mowing &
SERVERAL varieties of ROBERTS Realty Callo- 3BR, remodeled in & out tree trimming & light haulMove
in
now'
$49,500
plums including Cherry way County's oldest and
ing Call 436-2528 ask for
plums Mckenzie's Or
most reliable real estate 753-8061
Mark
chard 753 4725 or agency For all your real
753 9468
estate needs call them to,A1, AL'S hauling. yard
470
day at 753-1651 1 Sycawork Use removal, mow"./ PICK Blueberries
more and 12th St
ing. Free estimates
fAcitztcyclee
436 2680
759-1683.
1983 YAMAHA IT 175,
Al TREE Service Stump
$400 Call 753-2252
I COPEIAN D
'
S
removal and spraying Free
ORCHARD
1984 XR 250 motorcycle, estimates 753-0906 after
good condition $503 firm 5prn, 759-9816, 753-0495
Mayfield
474-2021
'irriy -Picking Red-RavenADDITtONS, bathrooms
Peaches. Apples
garages, greenhouses
framing 8. new homwa
623-8312
Auto
Tripp Williams 753 0563
Services
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
HOPKINS AUTO REPAIR, Heating, Cooling & Electric
Dexter, KY Specializing in Inc Service, sales and inmechanical & electrical re- stallation (502) 435-4699
storation & repair of antique 435-4327
cars & trucks. Experienced
in domesbc & import vehi- ALPHA Builders- Carpencles. Tune-up & major or try, remodeling, porches
East of Murray
minor engine repairs Call roofing, concrete, drive(502) 437-4641 ask for ways, painting, mainte
Behind East Elementary School
Terry If the machine an- mance etc Free estimates
Picking Early Varieties of Corn
swers, please leave your 489-2303
July 19, 1993
name & number 8 I will ANTIQUE refinishing furreturn your call.
Picking Main Crops July 24
niture repair & custom
(Canning & Freezing Corn)
woodworking 753 8056
Also Available Peas, Beans, Tomatoes 8 Peppers
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
A85
Factory trained by 3 major
Auto
manufacturers All work
Parts
and parts warranted Ask
350 TRANSMISSION for Andy at The Appliance
$100 753-2771
Works, 753-2455
Ma yheid, KY
351 CLEVELAND modified APPLIANCE SERVICE
motor & transmission, Kenmore, Westinghouse,
$350. 753-2771.
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848

CATTLE AUCTION
SALES

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
435-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436-2701

1989 DODGE Dynasty,
22,XXX actual miles,
loaded Call 759-1570 or
753-5182

1992 LINCOLN Towncar,
21xxx miles sharp
753-3004
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boule
yard Music Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters vanety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR
Wood VCR Service Center,
cleaning- servicing $15,
most repairs $35 Free estimates Route 1, Almo
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon •Fn ,
753 0530
WANTED light hauling,
trees trimmed or removed
or mowing Call Don
753-2772 Of 753-2320
WEST KY Timber Frames
8 Log Homes Dedicated to
excellence in log and timber frame design and construction 'Eastern White
Pine, Western Red Cedar.
other .wood available
'Complete packages available —Custom design services 'Turri-key construction Call 437-4017
WILL do odd lobs Shelves
toilets simple repairs Experienced, references
available Call Adam
759 9689

SUREWAY Tree 8, Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484
WINDOW 8 door repay
Repair, re-screen, rtglaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753-2330
prompt SBEV108
560
Free
Column
FREE puppies Beagle mix
489-2700
FREE to good home, Retriever mix puppies
436-5373

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668
MOWER repair Sartie day
service 7 days week -k4ost
repairs at your home Factory trained 15 yrs expert
ence 502 753 5299
MUFFLERS, brakes
shocks oil, filter, tube
Guaranteed Ron Green
.R8G Exhaust 514S 12th
St 75:4 8868
MULCH pick_ up loads
Murray 4365560

BACKHOE SERVICE PLUMB'NG repairman with
BRENT ALLEN septic tank same lay service Call
installation, repair. replace- 436-5255
ment. 759-1515
PROFESSIONAL chainlink
pri.acy fencing all size
BACKHOE Service ROY and
HILL Septic system drive jobs Best prices in town
ways, hauling, foundations, 753-920

If you have sorneth.ng to sell, here s the way to make your voice
heard It the Kentucky Statewide Classified Network
For 5149, you can place • 25-ward ad in 80 Kentucky
newspapers with a potential audience or more than 1.000.000
readers
We ve sold everything (ruin antiques to station wagons From
steel bui4,ngs to sew .rig machines
Contact this newspaper for details Then get ready to 'ell

day!
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KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLAMORED NETWORK

II

Dial-A-Serviee isfor you!'
handy clip-out f.ectioii running each
Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad, regularly
priced at $9.60. for

Only $5 A Week!

first
othc
foili
II
cras
otlx

her
deni

Pali
yen
tim

(If ad runs rninunurn ()1 1.1 wecks)

MU!

Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

Mir
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1
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1
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YARD
SALE
SON

LAWN mowing service In
sured Coleman Benehel
phone 759-4564

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpets. furniture
Free estimates 753 5827

r

Dial-A-Service is a

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for
mica all colors Free esti
mates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

LAWN SERVICE Been
mowing my lawr-for 25yrs
would like to mow yours
now 753 8669

HOW
TO TALK10i
1,000,060
KENTUCKIANS

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

K B ASSOCIATES Gen
eral construction remodel
ing garages decks patios
interior trim 753-0834

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

'7.50
12.50
15.00

Ads must be paid in advance. A *2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition_ _

Friday 3
Saturday 10
Monday 3
Tuesday 3
Wednesday 3

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Thursday 3 p.m.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or Come by

Murray Ledger & Times

40U
A

Classified Department

etc 759-4664

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Poison
Control

Calloway Co. Fire
& Rescue Squad

753-7588 753-6952

0.4111mort rtectric

ENifE

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

Commercial and Residential • licensed and Insured
James C. Gallimore, Owner

IS
TV

• .1 AucloNideo Installation •
Licensed SMART HOUSE Installer
ek Horne Automation
908 Cott:twat*, Rd., Murray, KY

759-1835

Gentry Painting Co.
Residential Painting
Interior- Exterior

Phone 435-4268
Wm. Canty
RL 4 Boo 177A, Murry'', Ky. 42071

'All Types Of Pressure Washing & Stearn Cleaning'
Free Estimates • All Work Guaranteed
Insured

KLEEN TEC
COMMERCIAL HOOD & VENT CLEANING
(502) 753-2844
1209 Kirkwood Murray. KY 42071
Terry TriwrianOvieet

••••

1989 OLDS Cutlass Ciera,
good condition, $4800.
753-6319.
1991 PONTIAC Sunbird LE
Convertible, excellent condition. 753-6705.

WILL build patio decks,
pordws and do small concrete lobs 474 0105

GIVE your home a facelift
at working man's prices call
Country Discount Builder
Specialties in vinyl siding,
trim 8 windows Free no
obligation estimates
Licensed and Insured
502 247 7871

P & S Trucking Hauling
BOB'S Plumbing Repair Gravel sand dirt We build
Service All work guaran driveways All types land
1984 CHRYSLER New
seeping. Residential or
753- 1134
teed
Yorker, excellent condition,
c"---business Mayfield KY
436-5832
air, power everything,
502-345-2507
beautiful leather interior, BRYON'S LAWN SERcar serviced every 3000 VICE Free estimates OUALI TV built roof trusses,
residential, commercial &
miles adult driver only, 753-4591
farm 527 2601 Truss Sys
runs excellent First $2500
BUSH hogging. large Or tern Benton Ky
drives away 759-4154
small 753-7457
RICKS Roofing All types
1984 CUTLASS Ciera,
power, good condition, CALLOWAY County Con- of roots and repairs Tor
crete Structural walls. chon modified and rubber
$1995 753-8085
slabs, drives, walks Col- for mobile homes 17 years
1985 MAXIMA Sta Wgn, ored & stamped concrete experience guaranteed
sun/moon roof, p/s, p/b, Free estimates 474-8754 work Free estimates
p/w, V-6, come look,
phone 502 437 4559
$3850 After 5 30pm
CARPET and vinyl installa753-8096
tion and repairs. Glen Bob- ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
1988 GRAND AM, white, ber. 759-1247
painting plumbing, con2dr, sunroof, 81,XXX miles
CARROLL'SI Garden till- crete Free estimates Call
492-8594
ing, grader blade work, 474-2307
1989 CADILLAC Fleet- bushhogging lots Phone
SHEETROCK finishing,
wood Brougham RWD, Gerald Carroll (502)
textured ceilings Larry
492-8622
53,XXX, Dipole silver,
Chnsman 492-8742
sharp Days only 759-1775
1982 BUICK Regal, 4dr,
good condition 753-9745

Smirk's
Offered

%Mess

Tucked away on a quiet street in one of
Murray's nicest established neighborhoods,
this 4 bedroom. 3 bath quality brick house is
nestled amidst towering oaks, lovely homes
and a bit of country. By owner.
Please call 753-7204

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hemline

Call Us Anytime

759-4685

Commercial Was e
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Servive

1-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart, Route Manager

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance.

489-2303
S & S Environmental
Maintenance Contractors
Specializing In Underground Storage Tank
Removal and Excavating Services.
Murray, Ky. • 753-6337 or 489-2240

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

d95

All Types Of
Vans
1984 FORD Custom van,
pt, aic, automate w/
cruise, 4 captan chairs,
couch that makes bed 8 ice
chest, excellent condition,
very clean $5000 obo
436-5318

Custom Woodworking

•..

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBuRY - MURRAY (841110nd Bum,"ad'
25.I-5010
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By The Associated PressToday is Monday. July 19, the 200th day of 1993. There are 165
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in Hist‘ry:
On July 19, 1848, a pioneer women's rights convention called by
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia C. Mott convened in Seneca
Falls, N.Y.
On this date:
In 1553, 15-year-old Lady Jane Grey was deposed as Queen of England after claiming the crown for nine days. King Henry VIII's
daughter Mary was proclaimed Queen.
In 1870, the Franco-Prussian war began.
In 1941, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill launched his "V
for Victor'" campaign in Europe.
In 1943, 50 years ago, allied air forces raided Rome during World
War II.,
In 1975, the "Apollo" and "Soyuz" space capsules that were
linked in orbit for two days separated.
In 1985, Christa McAuliffe of New Hampshire was chosen to be the
first schoolteacher to ride aboard the space shuttle. (McAuliffe and six
other crew members were killed when the "Challenger" exploded the
following January.)
In 1989,- 112 people were killed when a United Air Lines DC10
crashed while making an emergency landing at Sioux City, Iowa; 184
other people survived.
Ten years ago: American schoolgirl Samantha Smith, continuing
her tour of the Soviet Union, had lunch at the official Moscow residence of U.S.. Ambassador Arthur Hartman.
Five years agn- lecce larkson brought his 1988 presidential mil
paign to an emotionally charged close at the Democratic national convention in Atlanta, telling the party faithful to unite because "the only
time we win is when we come together."
One year ago: Secretary of State James A. Baker ill opened a fresh
round of Mideast diplomacy, meeting in Jerusalem with Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin and other officials. In Palermo, Sicily, a car
bomb claimed the life of chief prosecutor Paolo Borsellino. The
largest AIDS meeting ever Opened..in the Netherlands.
Today's...Birthdays:Starmer Sen. George McGovern is 71r Actor Pat
Hingle is 69. Actress Helen Gallagher is 67. Singer Vikki Carr is 52.
Actor Dennis Cole is 50. Actor Peter Barton is 34.
Thought for Today: "The most beautiful experience we can have is
the mysterious ... the fundamental emotion which stands at the cradle
of true art and true science." — Albert Einstein (1879-1955).

.
Ten yaltil age
Members of Murray's 614th
Military Police company and
other unit members of Kentucky
Army National Guard returned to
their homes on July 17 after the
annual training at Camp Shelby,
Miss.
Murray Junior Babe Ruth
11-15 Year Old Baseball All Star
Team sweeped through a threeday double elimination tournament without a loss.
Murray College High School
Class of 1963 had a 20-year reunion at Kenlake State Park Hotel.
The Rev. and Mrs. Ercel Carter
are today, July 19, observing
their 50th wedding anniversary.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Pete Morgan,
July 17.
Twenty years ago
For the first time, women
entering Murray State University

this fall will be eligible for
enrollment in a program leading
to a commission as second
lieutenant, in the United States
Army.
David Benton, Coleman Smith,
Rocinie Ball, Gary Overbey and
Chris Witherspoon have enlisted
in the United States Air Force.
Rosemary Scott and David
Ryan Graham were married June
29 at First United Methodist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Warren are
today, July 19, observing 50th
wedding anniversary.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James H. Pierce,
June 6; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael E. Mathis, July 8; a boy
to the Rev. and Mrs. Steve
Cavitt, July 9.
Thirty years ago
The winners of the Rock and
Roll and Twist Contest at

MORNAY Loam 4 TRIED

Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair were Laverne Musgrove and
Jimmy Muskgrove, first; June
Ryan and Jimmy Outland, second; Ella Thomas and Larry DilIan, third.
The Senior Art Exhibit of Larry Dunn is now on display
through July 30 at the Mary Ed
McCoy Gallery in Fine Arts
Building at Murray State College.
Dunn is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Prentice Dunn of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Gray Fuqua and children, Allen, Martin and
Jana, of Hilldale, Ill., have been
the guests of their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall Fuqua and
Mrs. Lona Eldridge.
Kevin and Greg Vaughn of
Middlesboro have been the guests
of their grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn.
Forty years ago
Robert L. Carlton received his

PAGE 13

Doctor of Philosophy degree
from Ohio State University. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert B.
Carlton of near Kirkscy.
James Parker Miller will he the
speaker at a gospel meeting at
Union Grove Church of Christ,
July 20-27.
Mr. and Mrs. S.V. Foy and her
two brothers and wives, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Yates of Mayfield and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates of
Lone Oak celebrated their 25th
wedding anniversaries with a dinner on July 2 at the Foy home in
Murray. The three couples were
married in a triple wedding ceremony on July 2,. 1928.
'Saralee Sammons end Richard
L. Vaughn Jr. were married
recently at Prospect Methodist
Church, Atlanta. ,Ga.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Brownfield.

Dear Abby
1/E.\R .t1t111 Ise Idom..have a
nit to pick with uui. adyite -and
Ilpitiww:, but this is for both you
and "t•tinfused in Pittsburgh."
lit.-.t. wile wa.: hurt and disappointed bee:lust. her nusliand didn't
et.t her .1 Kri it MI \hither's Ifity
gate one to his mother. Iter mother,
and he gave some money to her children .10 OW% CM•161 .111.ty her. a tire.9
.1i1 hi. (I Id take them all out
h.!. dinner..
I'm swell,. meant %ell And lie's
lott percentlILh1 on a technicality;
tie is iii.t his mother - but
tie!! her 1,
111i4 her- in- law_
I don't have mime\ for presents,
but 1 put .1 hit .111. thittight into rnak-

ing cards not only tor my mother,
has no obligation to honor his wife other. Mother's Day and Fathers
but also for my grandmotherly 'on Mother's Day.
Day art. lit)! 1611)4:mons - In'r
neighbor. a few close friends who
Many husbands. including mine, opportunities.
usually are not remembered, and I
buy lovely Mother's Dav gifts to pay
CRATEFUL NR ).711 IN DAI.1
always remember my daughters
tribute to the mother of their chilbecause if it weren't for them,
dren. In response. I also make a
wouldn't be a mother. And my husspecial day of Father's Day to valiband always remembers me on this
date my husband for all the wonDEAR A.1.i.Wiine.OK. enough is
- day at least as lavishly as he does
derful things he does ten-iteita-Wof en,,tigh- -.1re,,ily' I am eae.1%-aud
his .,\vn Maher_ Sign me
of hearing those sorry, sick individ-_
ourchildren.
N1ARN'(1. IN SAN B.
In .tddition. for the last 15 years. Aials who constantly brag. -My dad
I hate received it card fro In my beat nit' over the head with a 23DEAR MARY G.: Shake hands
hoot beam to discipline me every day
mother-in-law each Mother's Day to
with a like-minded reader from
thank mefor being a good mother to fOr IS years. and I turned out Just
Dallas:
her grandchildren.
A family is a sacred relationship.
While growing. up. I WaS beaten
DEAR ABBY: I must voice my
and we should welcome any occawith everything front an open hand
disagreeinent With you. Your
sUni to express appreciation for each
to a TV antenna. and I am not the
response -indicated that a husband
better for it. My father was a Mean.
abusive, sadistic alcoholic who gloried in.the power he held over his
Wife and children.
For years after he died. I was
still shell-shocked and distrustful of
everyone 1 met. It was only atter I
Ii ft home and joined the Army that
began to see others as friends -not threats. When I met my wife it
tvaTi as-it I had—finally
fat her's hold on nit' when I told her
loved her and asked her to marry
me.
Well, I never went to therapy. or
to any self-help programs., but my
wife gave me the support I needed.
I tor son will be 4 years old, and he
has never had a hand raised to him
in anger. The old-saw of counting to
Ili really works --- even though
there were times when I had to
expand it to 100. (At my son's age.
I'd already had a broken arm and a
couple of teeth knocked out.
is
Abby, nochild
matter what a
}---told by hislier parents. abuse is
A VE4
abuse. And through the 12 years of
AOTGE.c.,C2API.ki
hell my father put me through.
Mom never lifted a finger to stop
him. She is guilty of abuse, too, hut
they call it "neglect.
if there are people out there Who
don't agree with me, I pity them.
•
and pray for their children.
I'm sig-iing my name, but please
don't use it for obvious reasons.
ABUSED BUT RECOVERED,
ARMY;-KOREA---
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By GARY LARSON

CATHY

* * *

HOW tuffs
NOUR WEEKEND
ANDREA ?

WEEKEND??

WE HAD IL P0114 TRAINING
ACCIDENTS. TWO RUNS TO.THE
EMER6ENC4 ROOM, AND ONE
PSYCHODRAMA A'f TOW/V(45.

I DID NINE LOADS Of lAUNDRy, rGEE. . SORRY I
COOKED TEN MEALS, CHANGED
DIDN'T CALL I
GOT 50 guyi
37 DIAPERS, *AGE MAR TRIPS
TO THE OROCER`f STORE, AND
FRANTICALLY TRIED TOptCK
LIP THE DEBRIS WHILE LUKE
TOOK THE KIDS ON DESPERATION CAR RIDES TRVIAI6 TO
GET THEM TO GO TO SLEEP.

DoiNG.
e.e

AMA

INHATV

Dr.
Moses as a kid

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
EVER NtOliCe. WHAT Mona
130/, MIKE? THiS MoRNING
.9AteJ F1 GUY C.ART OUT II
TV DINNERS AN' CASe
OF ftemeoeiePtis!

AN.Ita0PLE ARE EPC1iNG
RED MEAT.THE.HEAL-1H
NUTS HIP (TOMER
THEIR RICE CAMS.

t

etiecicoUT-11-MeetEiv
iguezzerzSmfiri.THeVOE
THe-SAMa aries WHO
OPEN EWERS/ BOYOFF4GS

FIN'SHAKE-THE
i
CERVILI
i

RI1ETTA 43CeS
HoME WI1H eVeRY NIGHT;
Df1tUiS— WI-10 15 VIE?
I PONNO

MIND

My OWN BUSINESS
•
)41111.
mee•

•

erV3-i

WAIL?ios

GARFIELD

PEOPLE ACTLIALLY BELIEVE
TELEVISION CAL15ES

STOPiDIPPLE...
STopIppy...

SOME

4
,

111;

1 "Rent-a- —"
4 Let in
9 — deco
12 Exist
13 Mary Ann on
"Gilligan's
Island"
14 Game at
cards
15 Expel from
country
17 Endured
19 Affirmative
votes
21 Harris ID
22 Peasant;
rustic
25 Pinch
27 Jai —
31 "— Town"
32 Banners
34 Near
35 Hawaiian
rootstock
36 Born
37 Ed.'s concern

38 Florida
Indians
41 Second
person
42 Journey
43 Insect egg
44 — or less
45 Printer's
measure
47 Great Lake
49 Pursues
53 Clever
57 Chop
58 Malice
60 High card
61 Anger
62 Detests
63 Barbie's
mate

Answer to Previous Puzzle
BAL LI
SLAM
EMS
IRE
L 00 A L 0 E I
R E N A'
0 MER
S0 L
M E Ri
E A G
0
A
MIME
FU L
A
EGS
ADA
ALE
A
A R E
C OL L
0
0
MIM E
CANTE R
DE FILE
ODOR
ALIT
ABE
TEA
REAR
DELE
SEER
DAMS
7-19

1 Uncooth
person
2 Native metal
3 Type of rally
4 Askew
5 Forced delay

6 Landon ID
7 Sick
8 Former
Russian ruler
9 In music,
high
10 Fish eggs

11 Bushy clump
16 Paddle
18 Mortification'
20 Title of
respect
22 Brag
23 Exterior
24 Coniunction
26 Pierce
11
4
5
10
1
2
6
7
8
9
28 — Mans
29 Protective
13
covering
1211
1IU 30 Send forth
32 Offspring
16
15
.
17
16
33 Roman
bronze
21
19
20
35 Metal tubes
39 Note of scale
25
27 26 29 30
22 23 24
40 Falsehood
41 I: Sp.
33
31
44 Mal de —
hill
46 Entangle
37
34
36
48 Roman date
ill
49 Greek letter
40
41
38
50 That woman
51 Solemn
44
wonder
43
42,111
52 Health resort
54 Shade tree
55 Frozen water
illill
ill
ill
56 Bo Derek film
hii a
49 Mid
59 That thing

llUU

11

Ors
Tank

PEANUTS

s.

-2240

NOT TOO FAR AHEAD IS
AN OASIS WHERE THERE'LL
BE_ LOTS OF WATER...

I KNOW ITS NOT, MEN,

DOT

LET'S

KEEP GOING..

-

1993 United Feature Syndicate
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Gott

By Peter H. Golt, M.D.
DEAR OR.(OTT I recently under
went breast remoyal_because of "a
tumor. My doctor indicated there is an
anti cancer drug called Nolvadex Iii
help prevent recurrences I under
stand the drug is very expensive, yet
would like your opinion Are there
side effects'!
DEAR READER: Many breast
malignancies are estrogen sensitive.
meaning that their growth is acceler
ated by female hormone
Nolvadex (tamoxifeni. an estrogen
antagonist, is now standard therapy
for certain women who have had such
breast cancers removed. The drug
appears to prevent the appearance of
new breast tumors as well as inhibit
ing the growth of malignant cells that
.ma}, not have been 'identified al
surgery
and. therefore. remain hid
den.
Tamoxifen pills virtually cause an
early menopause because of their
anti-estrogen effects, so the principal
adverse reactions are hot flashes.
nausea and %limiting. which ordinarily
disappear as the drug is continued
Other, less common side effects are
depression. dizziness, fluid retention
and headache.
I cannot comment on the cost of
the drug, which varies from one area
of the country to another. However.
tamoxifen seems to offer such signifi
cant benefits that expense should be a
secondary consideration.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
and
Report "Breast Canter
Disorders," Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1.25 plus a
long, self addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2433. New York. NY
10163 Be sure to Mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I-have dark circles around my eyes. especially during the week before my menstrual
cycle What causes this, and is it a
sign of a health problem?,
DEAR READER : Fatigue and
stress may cause darkening of the tissue under the eyes. The reason for
this is not known, but the condition

may be inherited. With rest and a
return to a less demanding schedule,
the darkened areas vanish.
1993 NEWSPAPER ENTv.,% RPRIsF. ASSN
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Edgar Rowland

•

Rube Ward

s

Edgar Rowland, 85, of Rt. 2.
Murray, Coles Camp Ground.
vias Road. died at 7:04 a.m. Saturday
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Ile was/ owner of Rowland
Refrigeration and a member and
deacon 01 Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Borh Oct. 5, 1907, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Lemuel Lee Washington
Rowland and Ardaca Gay Booker
Rowland. He also was preceded
in death by one sister and nine
:brothers.
SUL% ivors include his wife,
Mrs. Joye Outland Rowland, to
whom he was married Jan. 28,
1928; one daughter, Mrs. Peggy
Hendon and husband, L.J., Murray; four sons, Edgar Rowland Jr.
and wife. Grace, Ortenville,
Slick, Norris Rowland and wife.

Dorothy, and Danny Rowland.
'Murray, and Michael Rowland
and wife, Carol, Nashville, Tenn.;
two sisters, Mrs. Virginia Woodall and Mrs. Mamie Evans and
husband, Ralph. Almo; nine
grandchildren; 12 greatgrandchildren.
Services are today at 2:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale and
Garry Evans are officiating.
Pallbearers are Charles Rowland, Clay Walker, Richard
Stroude, Ken Mott, Bobby Boyd
and Jason Stroude, active; Deacons and Elders of Glendale
Road Church of Christ, along
with Frank Hargis. Burial will
follow in Outland Cemetery.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Rube Ward, 71, Ri 1, Sedalia.
died Friday at 7:05 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired employee of the Tennessee Valley Authority, he was
an Army veteran of World War
11.
Preceding him in death were
his parents, B.C. Ward and Carrie
Hughes War, two sisters, Mrs.
Ocie Sullins and Mrs. Leola
Bruce; three brothers, Lexie
Ward, Champ Ward and Hughes
B. Ward.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Marjory M. Ward; three
daughters, Mrs. Diane McAlpin,
Rt. I. Mayfield, and Paula J.
Ward and Barbara G. Ward,
Mayfield; one son, Keith E.
Ward, Cincinnati, Ohio; four sisters, Mrs. Georgia Andrus, San

"

Ellis, Milwaukee, Wis.; two
brothers, William Tharpe, Sharon, Tcnn., and George Tharpe,
Hazel; 21 grandchildren; 17
great-grandchildren; one greatgreat-grandchild; one aunt; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
I p.m. at Mount Horeb Freewill
Baptist Church, Murray. The
Rev. Lester B. Peoples will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens with arrangements by Hamock Funeral Home
Of Paducah. Special visitations
will be from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Monday) and from 10 a.m. until
the funeral hour Tuesday at the
church in Murray.

Wilford Smith

Wilford Smith. 78, Rt. 5, Mayheld, died_ Saturday at 6:45 p.m.
at his home.
tIc was a member of New Libcity Baptist, Church, a lifetiMe member of Disabled American
Veterans, and an Army veteran of
World War II.
Mr.- Smith was preceded in
death by one daughter, Karen
Smith; and his parents, Robert
Lewis Smith and Lona Hill
Smith. •
Sursisors include his wife,
Mrs. Geneva Mae James Smith;
one daughter, Mrs. Diane Out-

land, Murray; one son, Dale
Smith, Mayfield; two sisters,
Mrs. Pearl Riley, Calloway
County, and Mrs. Robbie Pigg.
Graves County; three brothers,
Raymond Smith, Graves County,
Hershcll Smith, Trigg County,
and William Smith, Marshall
County; three grandchildren.
Funeral rites are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
Wayne Rambo and the Rev. Harry Yates, are officiating.
Burial will follow in New Liberty Cemetery.

Miss Grace Lou Dowdy
Miss (rrace Lou Dowdy, 95. of
Fockridge Street. Mayfield, died
Friday at 11:58 p.m. at Baptist
Memorial Hospital. Union City,
Tenn..
A retired employee of Vincents
V. omen's .Apparel, Mayfield, she
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was a member of First Baptist
Church of Mayfield and a volunteer with Ladies Hospital
Auxiliary.
One sister, Mrs. Cleo Blalock,
and one brother, Truman Dowdy,
preceded her in death.
Survivors include a half sister,
Mrs. Juanita Parsley, Bloomdale,
Mich.; two half brothers, Dan
Dowdy, Montana, and George
Dowdy, Oregon; two nieces,
Elsie Mac Cushen, .Lafette, La.,
and Hannah Blalock, Dayton,
Ohio; two nephews, Larry Blalock, Gainsville, Fla., and Charles Blalock, Mayfield.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The
Rev. Charles Dinkins will officiate. Burial will follow in
Maplewood Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Monday).

Support

CRIME RI011
STOPPERS
OF MURRAY MO CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

Our R411

I.

wit

July 18 thru July 23
At 7:30 p.m.

SpeakerJim_Phillips
Sunday Morning Bible Study
Worship Services

—Everyone Welcome—

'Does your family know what
funeral arrangements you want?"
a .

Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Patricia Thorp Blalock; one
daughter, Crystal Eve Blalock,
and one son, John David Blalock,
Hickory; his mother, Mrs. Anna
Geneva Blalock Toon, Rt. 2,
Mayfield; two brothers, Dillard
Blalock and Billy Joe Blalock,
Rt. 2, Mayfield.
Boated: Aisle York, Robbie Wilco', Jame. Coleman, Jack Noteworthy, Keith York
and Kelvin York.

GOP targets criticism at
two Kentucky Democrats
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Two Kentucky congressional
'Democrats are under attack from
a coordinated Republican radio
campaign for their support of
President Clinton's deficitreduction package.
The 60-second ids, targeted at
supposedly vulnerable Democrats
across the country, are running
on stations in Louisville, Paducah
and Hopkinsville to put some
political heat on U.S. Reps. Tom
Barlow and Romano Mazzoli.
Terry Carmack, the Kentucky
GOP's executive director, said
Thursday that Barlow and Mazzoli_ are "extremely vulnerable."
State Republican leaders want to
hold the two congressman
accountable for their votes last
month on the Clinton plan and
soften them up for the 1994 elections, he said.
The ads ask constituents to call
their congressman's local office
and say that "Kentuckians aren't
taxed too little, but government
spends too much."
The radio campaign by the
National Republican Congressional Committee began a few
days ago, and the Kentucky GOP
is among several states parties
buying air time. Carmack said the
Kentucky party wants to show it
is "alive and well."
Barlow, a freshman congressman from the 1st District, has
taken heat at public meetings for

There is an easy way to make sure you have the exact
arrangements you want without putting a burden on your
family.
Choose the arrangements you want yourself, through the
Family Considerations program.And you can pre-pay them over
time so your family won't inherit the bill.
Come see us anytime. With Family Considerations, your
family will never have to worry about your funeral arrangements.

supporting the economic plan,
But he is not committed to voting
for the final version if it c„entains
energy taxes, particularly a higher tax on barge fuel, said his
press secretary, Russ Walker.
Mazzoli, who represents the
3rd District, said he expects to
vote for the final package
because he thinks it will be better
than either the House or Senate
version.
"I'm proud I voted for the
bill," Mazzoli said. "Most people I've spoken with think any
serious effort to reduce the deficit
will take a combination of
revenue'increases and spending
cuts." He said most of the new
taxes will hit "people who can
most afford to pay them."
Mazzoli said the ads "do crystallize the issue even more," but
he feels good about his chances
for re-election. "1 think they're
wasting their money," he said.
Carmack would not say that
Kentucky's other House Democrat who voted for the Clinton
plan — 2nd District Rep. William
Natcher, was vulnerable because
of his vote. Carmack said Republicans did not want to "dilute
our message" by going after
Matcher, chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home,
Inc.

Professional, Personal Dedicated Service - Modem Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
753-6800
Family Consideration, plane are underwritten by United Family Life
Insurance Company

Tuesdays Are

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION
- DAYS

Kentucky's other House Democrat, 6th District Rep. Scotty
Baeslcr, voted against the bill.
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Get your pizza in 15 minutes or it is FREE!!
(Carry Out Only!)
'For A Limited Time Only.

At Their New Location

Hwy. 121 North • 753-5981
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9:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.

had recently begun working for
Crouch Construction_ Mayfield._

is'

(Next to Dutch Essenhaus)

Open: Mon.-Wed. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Thurs.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
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Gospel Meeting

David E. Blalock
Final rites for David E. Blalock
were Saturday. at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Roy M. Lowe Funeral
Home at Lowes. Fred Harrison
officiated. Burial was in Lowes
Cemetery.
Mr. Blalock, 44, Hickory, died
Wednesday at 9:55 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
A former employee of HutsonAg Service at Fancy Farm, he

Dixieland Ctr. on Chestnut St. • Murray

753-6666
Dine In • Carry Out • Delivery

mi
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Announces Its Annual

Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lucille Isbell Hutson, to
whom he was married in 1946;
two daughters, Mrs. Janice Bratton and husband, Larry, Mansfield, Tenn., and Mrs. Bobbie
Fraser and husband, Dave, Sandwich,411.;_two.sons, Jeff Hutsonand wife, Barbara, Paris, and
David Hutson and wife, Donna,
Sandwich; three sisters, Mrs. Oleta Baucum, Buchanan, Mrs.
Morthe Kline, Detroit, Mich.,
and Mrs. Odell Smith, Lansing,
Mich.; two brothers, Mason Hutson, Mayfield, and Dorsey Hutson, New Concord; 10 grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

HERITAGE FURNITURE

Doc* Jnchanged

J..• *Art •„ma re • lboi•

Services for Clovis Hutson
were Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn. Jimmy Cooper
officiated.
Burial was in Hillcrest Cemetery, Pans.
'Mr. 410.40P11. 67..RL2. Buchanan, Tenn., died Thursday morning at his home. He was a retired
truck driver.
Born Jan. 2, 1926, at Buchanan, he was the son of the late
Barney M. Hutson and Ethel
Wisehart Hutson.
An Army ve.teran of World
War II, he was a member of
Friendship Baptist Church.

um.
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Clovis Hutson

Willie Harris Tharpe Sr.
Willie Harris Tharpc Sr., 75,
Murray. died Thursday at 9:15
p.m at his home:
A wined cement mason- for
Local No. 135, he was an Army
seteran of World War. He was a
pjf,41-0414444oreb-Frecwi
Baptist Church where he served
as .chairinari of the deacon board
and church treasurer for 15 years.
Ile also was a Sunday School
teacher.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Annie Louise Tharpe; two
daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Ann
Haynes. Louisville, and Mrs. Jan
Yvonne Bridges. Japan: three
sons, Willie Harris Tharpe Jr.,
and Stephen A. Tharpe, Louisville. and Jimmy Musgrow, Belone sister. Mrs. Evelyn

Antonio, Texas, Mrs. Clellon
Harding, Detroit. Mich.. Mrs.
Geneva Parsley, Eater, Calif., and
Mrs. Attie Brown, Lynnville;
three brotherds, John W. Ward,
Sedalia, J.R. Ward, Mayfield, and
Bobby E. Ward, Paris, Tenn.;
five grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.
Services were Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Carl Hardie and
Bill McAlpin officiated.
Pallbearers were Danny Bruce,
Roger Ward, Gary Ward, Richard
Bruce, Jerry Bruce and Paul
Ward, active; Adult Men of Lynnville Church of Christ, along
with William Harrison, honorary.
Burial was in Rhodes Chapel
Cemetery with military rites conducted by American Legion Post
#26 of Mayfield.
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